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The continuous and growing demand for personal communication services has led both 
research and industry into the search for larger capacity systems. This research has led to 
the standardisation of Direct-Sequence Code Division Multiple Access (DS-CDMA) 
systems for the third generation of mobile communication systems. However, the system 
capacity of DS-CDMA systems is limited by Multiple-Access Interference (MAl). Multi-
User Detection (MUD) has emerged as an effective technique for combating MAl in 
CDMA systems. 
In this thesis we address the problem of improving the uplink capacity and the 
J>P;rformance of a DS-CDMA system by combining MUD and turbo decoding. These two 
are combined following the turbo principle. Depending on the concatenation scheme 
used, we divide these receivers into the Partitioned Approach (P A) and the Iterative 
Approach (IA) receivers. To enable the iterative exchange of information, these receivers 
employ a Parallel Interference Cancellation (PIC) detector as the first receiver stage. 
The performance of PA and IA receivers over an Additive White Gaussian Noise 
(A WGN) channel is first evaluated. These receivers are then extended to explore any 
possible benefits derived from utilizing a Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) detector 
as a front-end to both the P A and IA receivers. Simulation results show that, for this 
channel, the MMSE front-end IA receiver has substantially higher capacity and 
performance gains than all the other investigated receivers. 
ThE'! proposed turbo multi-user receivers are then considered for Multiple-Input Multiple-
Output (MIMO) CDMA systems in order to deal with channel fading. The performance 
of both the P A and IA receivers is evaluated in Rayleigh flat fading channels for the 
uplink scenario. Numerical results show that the MMSE front-end turbo space-time 
iterative approach receiver (IA) effectively combats the mixture of MAl and multipath 
fading. 
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To investigate the possible achievable data rates in the MIMO turbo MUD receivers, we 
introduce the puncturing of the mother code through the use of Rate Compatible 
Punctured Turbo Codes (RCPTC). Simulation results suggest that combining MUD, 
turbo decoding, MIMO techniques and RCPTC can significantly improve the system 
performance, capacity gains and greatly increase the achievable data rates for a 
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1.1 Wireless Mobile Communications 
The ultimate goal of mobile communications is to enable everyone to communicate 
instantly with anyone else, at anytime they please, at any location and through all 
weather/channel conditions. Third Generation (3G) and beyond systems give the ability 
to provide seamless access to a variety of services, including the Internet, voice and 
video. As the demand to host multimedia content in wireless communication systems 
grows, so does the need to support more users per given communication channel grow. 
Once a user is accommodated in a given channel he/she expects a certain Quality of 
Service (QoS) and high-data-rate transmission in order to be able to efficiently utilize 
high-end services provided by hislher service provider. 
To meet the capacity demand, Multiple Access (MA) technologies are used for cellular 
technologies. To ensure the effective utilization of the limited radio spectrum available, a 
choice of MA technology that efficiently shares the available but scarce bandwidth 
among a large number of users must be made. The evolution of telecommunication 
systems from Second Generation (2G) through 2.5G to 3G and beyond has seen a lot of 
research concentrated in finding the best MA scheme. A schematic of a multiple access 
communication system is shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Multiple Access Communication System 
MA systems are such that, corresponding messages from different transmitting sources 
that transmit simultaneously through the same communication channel, are separated in 
such a manner that they do not interfere with each other. This separation can be achieved 
by making the messages orthogonal to one another in the dimensions of frequency, time 
or space. 
The first wireless communication systems saw the deployment of Frequency-Division 
Multiple Access (FDMA), where Frequency Modulation (FM) was used to divide the 
total available bandwidth into frequency channelslbands. Each frequency channel was 
allocated to a particular user thus ensuring minimum interference from other system 
users. Since each sub-channel is assigned to only one user at a time, as shown in Figure 
1.2, an obvious disadvantage of FDMA is that the frequency spectrum is not used 
efficiently as no two users can share the frequency band at any given time and moreover, 
guard bands have to be maintained between adjacent signals spectra to minimize cross-
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Figure 1.2: Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA) 
Another type ofMA technology is Time-Division Multiple Access (IDMA). In TDMA 
partitioning is in time (as opposed to frequency), where the signal is divided into different 
time slots, with each time slot assigned to a single user for data transmission. Thus each 
user utilizes the entire frequency spectrum available. Although TDMA offers increased 
efficiency of transmission, it however, requires a significant amount of signal processing 
in order to achieve synchronisation of all users' transmitted signals. As seen in 
Figure 1.3, TDMA requires guard times between time intervals to reduce clock 
instabilities and transmission time delay, thus imposing a constraint on the maximum bit 
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Figure 1.3: Time Division Multiple Access (fDMA) 
In both FDMA and TDMA the frequency or time allocation for each user is fixed to that 
user (whether active or not) and cannot be utilized by any other user. As the demand for 
more services (i.e. data and video) and number of system users increases, both schemes 
have set an upper limit on the system capacity and available transmission rates. 
Due to these inefficiencies, researchers have continued the search for more efficient, 
d)'iiamic and reliable MA schemes that allow free use of idle frequency channels or time 
slots. Code-Division Multiple-Access (CDMA) implemented with Direct-Sequence 
Spread-Spectrum (DS/SS) signalling is among the most promising MA techniques 
currently used in 3G systems. The narrow band signal is spread using a very large-
bandwidth signal called the spreading signal. The large redundancy inherent in the 
spreading of the signal allows for the overcoming of the severe levels of interference that 
maybe present in the communication channel. In a DS-CDMA system all users are 
operating in the same waveband and they can transmit at the same time using the same 
channel resources, where orthogonality is achieved by assigning unique spreadind codes 
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Figure 1.4: Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) 
In CDMA systems, the signal received at the detector/receiver is a sum of all users' 
signals, which overlap both in time and frequency. The conventional detector uses a 
bank of matched filters, each matched to a particular user's code waveform and sampled 
at that user's propagation delay. 
Figure 1.5 shows a receiver-end baseband model of a direct sequence CDMA system. 
This detector acts as a single user detector and ignores the existence of all other users. 
Baseband 

























Due mainly to the fact that the spreading waveforms used at transmission are not 
completely orthogonal; there exists correlation between transmitted users' signals. This 
Multiple Access Interference (MAl) increases with every user that is introduced into the 
system, thus setting a capacity and performance limit on the DS-CDMA system. In the 
uplink scenario, the overall MAl at the receiver is the sum of all MAl from all interfering 
users. We can thus say that CDMA systems are generally interference limited. MAl 
suppression in receiver design becomes an important aspect as its reduction leads to 
reduced transmit power required to meet a certain Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR), thus 
enabling more signals to be transmitted with the limited available transmitter power. 
When power levels of certain users are significantly high, weak users with single-user 
det~ctors may lose communication because of the overwhelming MAL This phenomenon 
is known as the near-far effect and it can be mitigated by means of power control, where 
ideal power control ensures all users have identical signal power levels or SNR when 
they arrive at the base station thus guarantying superior performance as compared to 
TDMA and FDMA systems. To reduce complexity, MAl from a single cell is only 
considered in this work. 
1.2 Motivation and Objectives of this work 
This presence of MAl in DS-CDMA systems has led many researchers to investigate 
ways of exploiting the MAl to improve the system performance. Multi-User Detection 
(MUD) deals with the demodulation of mutually interfering digital streams of 
information, such techniques are viewed essential in the quest to achieve near optimal 
performance in communication systems. 
Motivated by the growing demand for enhanced capacity and data services in current 30 
and future generation systems, in this thesis we present investigations on various multi-
user receiver structures and we focus mainly on such structures that employ the iterative 
turbo multi-user detection principle to improve the spectral efficiency and performance of 
cellular systems. Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) antenna techniques and 
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perfonnance in fading channels. Investigations are also taken on the possible achievable 
data rates in such cellular systems. 
The objective of this work is to evaluate the perfonnance of turbo space-time OS-COMA 
multi-user detectors with a special emphasis on system capacity and data rates that these 
receivers can possibly achieve. 
1.3 Thesis Contributions 
The contributions of this thesis can be summarized as follows: 
• The perfonnance evaluation of iterative space-time turbo coded OS-COMA 
multi-user detectors 
• A comparative study of two classes of turbo space-time coded MIMO-COMA 
receivers in Rayleigh fading channels. These two classes of receivers are 
classified, according to the concatenation scheme used, as either Partitioned 
Approach (PA) or Iterative Approach (IA). 
• An MMSE linear detector is used as the front-end of both P A and IA receivers 
and perfonnance studies of both MMSEIP A and MMSEIIA receIvers are 
undertaken over both A WON and Rayleigh fading channels. 
• The perfonnance evaluation of P A and IA receivers for systems employing Rate 
Compatible Punctured Turbo Codes (RCPTC) for transmission through Rayleigh 
fading channels 
1.4 Thesis Outline 
Thj~ thesis is organized into six chapters, the first being the introduction. The rest of the 
thesis is organized as follows: 
In chapter 2, an introduction of the fundamental techniques used in this thesis is given. A 
general OS-COMA system model with Forward Error Correction (FEC) is introduced 
and the basic elements that constitute this model, such as the transmitter, communication 
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channel and receiver are also discussed in detail. A brief review of convolutional codes is 
presented in this chapter since they are vital in the understanding of turbo codes. A 
detailed description of the algorithm used in turbo decoding is presented. Finally a brief 
discussion on decision devices is presented. 
Chapter 3 addresses the problem of MAl in CDMA systems. First, the Matched Filter 
(MF) receiver is reviewed followed by a general overview of multi-user detectors. The 
principle of iterative MUD is introduced and such receivers are classified as either P A or 
IA receivers. An investigation into the use of Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) 
detectors as a front end to both the P A and IA receivers is presented with performance 
curves for transmission in an A WGN channel. 
In chapter 4, the more realistic Rayleigh fading channel is considered. Here, MIMO 
antenna techniques are introduced as a means of suppressing channel fading. The 
receivers introduced in chapter 3 now take a different form, thus a new system model, i.e. 
turbo space-time MIMO CDMA system model, is introduced. The receivers are now 
divided into the MMSE front-end turbo space-time partitioned approach receiver and the 
MMSE front-end turbo space-time iterative approach receiver. Performance results are 
presented for these two receiver types under varying receiver parameters, such as the 
system load, number of decoding iterations and SNR levels. 
Chapter 5 introduces' the RCPTC concept into the P A and IA receivers of chapter 4. 
Performance results for punctured multiple user systems in Rayleigh fading channels are 
presented. 
Finally, chapter 6 concludes this thesis. It summarises the work done in this thesis and 
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The main concern of this thesis is the performance investigation and application of the 
turbo multi-user detection principle in the design of multi-user receivers. The aim of this 
chapter is to present and review key concepts from existing literature that form the 
essence of the remaining chapters. 
The system model for a FEC-CDMA system is first introduced in section 2.1 of this 
chapter. In section 2.2 a brief introduction to the theory behind Turbo encoding is 
presented. Section 2.3 looks at the degradation effect experienced by the transmitted 
signal as it propagates through the communication channel from the transmitter to the 
receiver. The Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) Turbo decoder, which is one of the key 
components in turbo-iterative multi-user detector is discussed in section 2.4. Section 2.5 
presents simulation results for single user turbo coded CDMA systems. This chapter 
concludes with a brief summary in section 2.6. 
2.1 Forward Error Coded DS-CDMA Systems 
The distortions and disturbances inherent in mobile communication channels can 















schemes that have error control attributes. Error control coding enables the digital 
communication system to reduce the amount of erroneous data at the receiver. The ratio 
of erroneous bits to the total number of received bits is called the Bit Error Rate (BER) 
and is used as the measure of the system performance for a given SNR. By employing 
FEC coding helps improve the system performance as it lowers the required SNR for a 
desired BER. The measure of advantage gained by a FEC coded system on an uncoded 
system is called the FEC coding gain A significant coding gain figure can be translated 
into an increase in the system capacity as this means less power is required to reach the 
desired BER. 
A FEC encoder adds redundant bits, called parity bits, to the information bits. These 
parity bits are used by the channel decoder at the receiver to correct transmission channel 
errors. Generally FEC codes are classified into either block codes or convolutional codes. 
Some of the commonly used block codes include Hamming codes, Golay codes, Reed 
Solomon Codes and BCH codes. Convolutional codes have b en however more accepted 
in wireless communications because of their properties in continuous transmission. For a 
detailed discussion on these two classes of FEC coding techniques the reader is referred 
to [1, 2]. 
FEe coded systems are considered in this chapter not only as a medium of resistance to 
the degrading effect introduced by the communication channel but also because they play 
a vital role in our study of iterative multi-user detection schemes which are discussed in 
consequent chapters. Convolutional codes are of interest in this work as they form part of 
the powerful subclass of FEC codes called Turbo Codes (TC) discussed in the remaining 
sections of this chapter. 
A DS-CDMA system for Ks synchronous number of subscribers (where subscribers are 
the users authorized to use the CDMA system) is considered. To facilitate ease in 
analysis, we assume synchronous transmission throughout this thesis. We further denote 
the number of subscribers currently actively engaged in transmission by K. All 
subscribers in the system are assigned spreading codes or signatures. Each user's 
10 
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spreading code will have a length ofN chips, where the length N is termed the Processing 
Oain (PO). Figure 2.1 shows the FEC coded CDMA system modelling the uplink 
transmission scenario that is considered throughout this chapter. 
FEe d( (t 
Encoder 
d2 (t FEe Receiver 
Encoder • • • • • • • • 
FEe 
Encoder 
Figure 2.1: FEC Coded Direct Sequence CDMA System in A WGN Channel 
Each user's input data stream bk (I) E { 0, I} of frame size Lin information bits, where 
I E {I, 2, ... , Lin}, is first encoded using a rate r = Lin / Loul FEC channel encoder to 
produce LOUI coded bits. The LOUI coded bits at the output of the encoder are then passed 
through a channel interleaver. The interleaved coded bits of the kth user are BPSK 
symbol mapped, yielding the coded bits d/c (t) E {-I, I} where t E {1,2, ... ,Lin / r} and then 
each coded bit is spread using a unique code sequence, C/c (t) which is assumed to be 
known only to the base station. Once modulated, the signals are then transmitted over the 
channel. 
The kth user's baseband signal can be modelled as: 


























energy of the kth user's signal and dk(/) e {+1,-1} is the coded bit transmitted by user k 
at time I, consisting of rectangular pulses of duration 1'" (bit interval) that correspond to 
the transmitted symbol. Each user's data is multiplied by the spreading code Ck(/), and 
then the composite dk (I) modulates the carrier, we assume Binary Phase Shift Keying 
(BPSK) modulation. Here k e {I, ... , K} is the user number and Ek is the energy of the 
transmitted coded bit, and is related to the uncoded information bit through Ek = rEb and 
Eb is the energy per information bit, we is the carrier frequency and Ok is the carrier 
phase of the kth user. ck (/)e{l,-l}N is the spreading code employed by user k at time I, 
consisting of N chips given by: 
N-\ 
ck(/) = Lek [/t,(/- jTJ (2.4) 
jsO 
Where ek [j] e {-I, I} is the jth element/chip of the spreading code for user k and '1/(/) is 
the chip waveform with chip duration of ~. We assume that ck(/) has unit energy. We 
assume that all signature waveforms fall within the bit interval, 1'" , and are zero outside 
this range. 
By substituting (2.4) into (2.2) we can express the continuous time waveform transmitted 
by user k in symbol interval i as: 
N-\ 
Sk(t) = ..[E;Ldk)ek,j]j'l/(/-j~ -i1',,) (2.5) 
j-O 
v''b.ere [e]j is thejth element of e. 
2.2 Encoding 
2.2.1 Convolutional Codes 
Convolutional codes are generated by shifting blocks of Lin input binary bits at a time 
into a shift register. The convolutional encoder produces LOUI output symbols which are a 
12 
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linear combination of the current set of Lin input bits and all bits stored in the shift 
register. This results in an encoder with a rate, Lin. The total number of input data 
LOUI 
blocks in the shift resister, v , is called the constraint length of the code and the term v-I 
represents the memory of the code. Figure 2.2 below shows a Non-Systematic 
Convolutional (NSC) encoder. 
Parity 1.-------, 
Data 
Figure 2.2: Non-Systematic Convolutional (NSC) Encoder 
A convolutional encoder which has its current input block appearing unchanged in the 
current code block is classified as systematic (shown in Figure 2.3). Furthermore a 
























Figure 2.3: Systematic Convolutional Encoder 
A recursive convolutional code can also be either systematic or non-systematic. Figure 
2.4 below shows an example of a Recursive Systematic Convolutional (RSC) encoder 
willi generator polynomials given by (7,5t,o" 
Figure 2.4: Recursive-Systematic Convolutional (RSC) Encoder 
2.2.2 Turbo Encoder 
A TC is the parallel concatenation of two RSC codes separated by an interleaver. The 
structure of a rate r = 1 /3 turbo encoder fQrmed by the parallel concatenation of two 
identical rate r = 1/2 RSC encoders, separated by an interleaver (represented by n), is 
14 
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shown in Figure 2.5. 
The encoder produces binary codewords dk (t) E {d: ,d t ,d:2 } for each kth user's input 
bit bk (t) at time index t, where die (t) = ±1. Here d: represents the systematic bit and the 




die e{d;,dt,df2} ~ Ie 




Figure 2.5: Rate r=1/3 Turbo Encoder Structure 
Interleaver 
The interleaver is an important aspect of the turbo encoding/decoding process. Its main 
function is to permute each incoming block of L information bits and rearrange them in a 
random order before encoding on RSC2. Since in practice the same random interleaving 
sequence used at encoding cannot be re-generated at decoding, we thus employ a pseudo-
random interleaver (pseudo-random because there is no apparent order, although the 
alT:!Ilgement is known at the decoder). In this work we utilize pseudo-random block 
interleaving, where the data is read in by rows and columns but read out in a pseudo-
15 
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random order [1, 2]. 
The two RSC encoders encode the same information bits, bk (although RSC2 receives 
an interleaved version of the information bits). The structure in Figure 2.5 is an example 
of a TC with rate r = 1 /3. This overall TC rate is due to the transmission of the systematic 
output of RSC 1 and parity bits of both RSC 1 and RSC2. Generally, for a rate r = 1/ M 
turbo encoder, only the systematic code symbols of the first encoder are transmitted and 
the non-systematic (parity) code symbols of all constituent encoders are transmitted. 
However, the code rate of the turbo encoder can be increased through puncturing. 
2.3 Transmission Channel 
The propagation of radio signals through a channel is subjected to free space loss or path 
loss and fluctuations in signal level called fading. Fading can be categorizes as either 
large-scale or small-scale fading. Large-scale fading is caused by shadowing effects due 
to energy absorbing objects along the propagation path (i.e. path loss due to motion over 
large areas). We concentrate on small-scale fading where changes in signal amplitude and 
phase are only due to the spatial positioning between a receiver and transmitter. This is 
relevant since wireless mobile communication systems suffer from multi-path fading, 
which is due to the signal from the transmitter arriving at the receiver through multiple 
reflective paths thus causing the signal's amplitude, phase, and angle of arrival to 
fluctuate [3]. The radio channel is a time varying, multipath fading channel, and its main 
characteristics are time spread and time variation [5]. The mUlti-path propagation results 
in spreading of the signal in three different dimensions - time spread, Doppler spread, 
and angular spread. 
The fading channel will undergo different types of fading according to the relation 
between the signal parameters and the channel parameters. Based on multi path time 
spreading, the fading channel can be classified as either a frequency-nonselective fading 
channel or a frequency-selective fading channel, according to Doppler spread, the fading 
channels are classified as either fast fading channels or slow fading channels. It can thus 
16 
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be said, that frequency non-selective fading and frequency selective fading channels 
describe the characteristics of the frequency variation while fast fading and slow fading 
channels describe characteristics of the time variation. Spread in the time domain appears 
as Flat Fading (FF) when the multipath delay spread is less than the symbol time. At the 
receiver frequency-selective fading causes Inter-Symbol Interference (lSI) distortion 
while flat fading causes a loss in SNR. 
In a flat fading channel, the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is less than the bandwidth 
of the fading channel. The envelope of the received signal of a flat fading channel is 
assumed to follow the Rayleigh or Ricean distribution. A frequency-selective fading 
channel, on the other hand, consists of a number of multi-path components and the 
envelope of the received signal for each component follows the Rayleigh or Ricean 
distribution. 
The fore mentioned communication channels can be modelled using the statistical models 
or probability density function (pdf) models as discussed below. 
Ricean 
The Rice pdf is used to characterize the statistical fluctuations of signals received from a 
multipath fading channel with presence of a Line-of-Sight (LOS) signal component. The 
pdf of the received signal envelope is represented as: 
(2.6) 
where, O'~ is the mean received scattered power of the diffuse component due to 
multi path propagation, 0 2 /2 is the mean received power of the LOS signal component 
and 10 (.) is the modified zero order Bessel function of the first kind. 
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The Rayleigh pdf is used to model the statistical fluctuations of signals received from a 
multipath fading channel with no LOS signal component. The pdf of the received signal 
envelope is represented as: 
(2.7) 
where, 0"; is the mean received scattered power of the diffuse component due to 
multipath propagation. 
Other distributions include the lognormal and Nakagami distributions [2], however 
lognormal distribution is often used for large-scale shadowing fading and not for small-
scale fading. Fading channels can be classified through the analysis of their three main 
mathematical characteristics. These are: the received amplitude distribution, LOS 
components and the Doppler power spectral density. Depending on the signal 
propagation environment, the envelope of the received signal can be described as either a 
Rayleigh or a Ricean distribution. If the in phase and quadrature components are zero-
mean, the received signal amplitude distribution corresponds to the Rayleigh distribution 
and the phase is uniformly distributed in the interval [0, 2tr]. If the in phase and 
quadrature components are not zero-mean, the received signal amplitude distribution 
corresponds to the Ricean distribution. 
In the Rayleigh fading channel, there is no LOS component between the transmitter and 
the receiver. Thus, the in phase component and the quadrature component do not include 
a LOS component, and they are Gaussian random variables with zero-means [3-4]. 
However, in the Ricean fading channel, there exist a direct LOS component between the 
transmitter and the receiver. Therefore, the in phase component and the quadrature 
component are composed of a LOS component, but they are still Gaussian random 
variables with non-zero means. 
18 
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It can thus be summarized that a Rayleigh fading channel is a channel whose received 
signal's envelope follows the Rayleigh distribution. In this thesis all transmitted signals 
are over the Rayleigh flat fading channel (unless stated otherwise). 
For a more detailed discussion of radio propagation and statistical modelling of 
multidimensional fading channels the reader is referred to [2-5]. 
2.3.1 Rayleigh Flat Fading Channel 
In a flat fading channel, the bandwidth of the signal is less than the coherence bandwidth 
of the channel or simply, the delay spread is less than the symbol period. We suppose to 
deal with flat fading channels such that the channel response does not vary with time. The 
multi-user CDMA system in a flat fading channel is structured as depicted in Figure 2.6 
below. 
Figure 2.6: FEC Coded Direct Sequence CDMA System in a Flat Fading Channel 
The continuous time signal at a receiver from a flat fading channel can be expressed as 
+GO K 
r(t) = LLdk (t)ck (t-nT)* h(t)+n(t) (2.8) 
n-O k=1 
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Where h(t) represents the channel coefficient subject to fading. We consider a Rayleigh 
fading channel, where h(t) is a complex Gaussian random process, given as 
h(t) = Ih(t )leJ6 (2.9) 
Where Ih (t)1 is Rayleigh distributed and e is the phase value. 
Here * represents the convolution operation, and n(t) is a zero mean additive Gaussian 
noise with a two-sided power spectral density of No /2 . 
2.4 Receiver 
The receiver structure for a FEC coded CDMA system is shown in Figure 2.7. This 
structure consists of a simple approach to demodulating CDMA signals called the single-
user MF also known as the conventional detector. This receiver is optimal in the case of a 
single-user CDMA channel but suffers from MAl in a multi-user CDMA channel. The 
MF receiver structure is discussed in detail in section 3.2. 
1'1 J L ~ 
eClslon ~ n-I ~ ~ ~ 1 1 1 Decoder Device 
FEe D .. 
.... 
.!! ..... 
r(t) u: "'- ~ Y2 J I FEe Decision i "I n-I I 2 • ~ • Decoder Device £ • as • 
::E • • • • • • -• FEe - Decision bK YK J n-I I by "L K I Decoder Device 
Figure 2.7: Structure of FEC Coded CDMA System Receiver 
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to give a soft estimate of the kth user's encoded bit, bk • 
Convolutional codes are decoded using the Maximum-Likelihood (ML) solution and the 
Viterbi algorithm. This decoding algorithm cannot however be applied for turbo decoding 
as the presence of the interleaver increases the complexity of the Viterbi algorithm to 
O(2L) , where L is the combined size of the data frame and the interleaver. Due to the 
prohibitive complexity of the ML decoding in turbo codes, we use suboptimal decoding 
solutions. The MAP algorithm is an example of a suboptimal decoding solution. By 
taking the logarithmic of the MAP algorithm we obtain the log-MAP algorithm which 
merely, for convenience reasons, converts all likelihoods (that are present in MAP) to a 
logarithmic form thus removing the exponentiations and converting the multiplications to 
additions. A simplified version of both the MAP and log-MAP algorithms that further 
reduces calculation complexity is the max-log-MAP algorithm. In this thesis we consider 
the MAP algorithm. 
2.4.1 MAP Decoding Algorithm 
In this section, we assume a rate lin constituent RSC code, which produces binary 
codewords d/ = {d:} at time index I, (0 S i < n), where d; = ± 1. As an example, we 
consider two rate 1/2 constituent RSC codes, thus at time 1 the binary codeword produced 
is d/ = {dt ,d/I } where dt represents the systematic bit and d/I is the parity bit due to the 
present RSC encoder. We thus differentiate the parity output (at time l) from RSCI and 
RSC2 by expressing it as dr and dt2 respectively. 
We further assume that the encoder is initially in the all-zero state and terminates either at 
an arbitrary state after Lin bits (if no tail bits are transmitted) or at the all-zero state after 
Lin + V bits (with tail bits transmitted). 
For the encoded and transmitted word d/ the corresponding received noisy word is y/ 
and y represents the vector for all received codewords. 
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In the symbol-by-symbol MAP decoding algorithm ofBahl et al. [6] we need to calculate 
the Log Likelihood Ratio (LLR) of the a posteriori probabilities (APPs). The MAP 
algorithm gives the probability for each decoded bit u" that at transmission this bit was 
+ 1 or -1, given the received symbol y,. This is done by formation of APPs for each data 
bit, which is followed by choosing the data-bit value that corresponds to the MAP 
probability for that data bit [7]. The LLR of the APPs L(u, 1 y) are given as 
L(u, 1 y) = (P,(U, = +1/ Y)J 
P,(u, =-lly) 
(2.1 0) 
Where P,(u, 1 y) is the likelihood ratio and y is the vector containing the received 
decision variables. 
The input bit d; will be known if the previous state S'_I = s' and the present state Sk = S 
are known in the trellis. Thus (2.10) becomes 
( ~P,(Sk_1 =S',Sk =s,y)] L(u,ly)= s , IP'(Sk-1 = S ,Sk = s,y) 
s-
(2.11) 
Transition from the previous state S k-I = S' to the present state S k = S can occur if the input 
bit u, = +1, given as 
(S',S) =:> u, = +1 
while this can also occur when the input bit u, = -1 given as 
(s',s)=:>u, =-1 
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P,.(S/-l = S', SI = S,y) = P"(S', s, y) = p,. (S', S, Y/_I 'YI 'Y/+I) (2.l4) 
If we use Baye's rule in (2.14) and assume that the channel is memoryless, then the future 
received sequence Y/+I will only depend on the present state S and not on the previous 
state s' or the present and previous received channel sequences Y I and Y I_I , thus equation 
(2.14) becomes: 
p,. (s', s, y) = p,. (s' ,S, Y 1_1' Y I' Y 1+1) 
= P,.(Y/+I I s)P"(S',S'Y/_I'Y/) 
= P,.(Y/+I I s)P,.(y"s I s')P" (s', Y/-l) 
= PI (S)YI (s', s)al_1 (s') 
The above equation can be split into three tenns: 
ai_I (s') = P"(SI_1 = S"Y/_I) 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
Where (2.16) is the probability that the trellis is in state s' at time I-I and the received 
channel sequence up to this point is Y I_I . 
(2.17) 
Where (2.17) is the probability that the trellis is in state s at time I and the future received 
channel sequence will be Y 1+1 . 
YI(S',S) = P"(SI =s'Y/lsl_1 =s') 
= P,. (SI = S I si-I = s')P" (YI lSI = S,SI_I = s') 
=P"(sls')P"(Y/ls',s) 
(2.18) 
Where (2.l8) is the probability that given the trellis was in state s' at time 1-1, it moves to 
state s and the received channel sequence for this transition is Y I • 
The above definitions, transfonn Equation (2.11) into: 
(2.19) 
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The Forward Recursive Calculation o/the a,(s)values 
al (s) is called the forward state metric, calculated as: 
al(s) = L ai_I (S')YI (s', s) 
ailS' 
(2.20) 
The values of al(s) are calculated recursively as soon as YI(S',S) values are known. Ifwe 
assume a trellis initial state So = 0 , the initial conditions are: 
ao(so =0)=1 
ao(so :;t 0) = 0 
The Backward Recursive Calculation o/the p,(s)values 
PI (s) is called the reverse state metric 




Once the values of YI(S',S) are known, a backward recursion can be used to calculate the 
values of PI_I (s') from the values of PI (s) with the initial values: 
PL(SO =0)=1 
PL(SO :;t 0) = 0 
The Branch Metric Calculation 
(2.23) 
YI is called the branch metric. It is calculated from the received channel sequence and 
any a-priori information that is available. Since the event ul corresponds to the event 
s' --+ s , we can represent equation (2.18) as 
YI(S',S) = P"(U/)P"(YI lUI) (2.24) 
It is observed from [7] that P,. ( UI ) and P,. (y I I u/) can be represented by 
P,.(ul ) = ~ exp( ulL
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Where the extrinsic LLR of u, is 
(2.27) 
and A,and B,are normalization constants that will cancel when y,(s',s) is substituted into 
equation (2.19) since it appears in both in the numerator (where u, = + 1) and the 
denominator (where u, = -1). Substituting equations (2.25) and (2.26) into (2.24) we 
obtain 
y,(s',s) = exp[~ u, (Le [u,]+ LeY:)]. y: (s',s) (2.28) 
Where the channel reliability measure is given by Le = 4Ee and Ee = rEb is the energy 
No 
per channel bit and 
y: (s',s) = exp(~ Leyjdt ) (2.29) 
Where yj , dj represent the received and transmitted parity bit, respectively. 
The above metrics are written using the modified BCJR-MAP algorithm [6] with the 
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By substituting the results of equations (2.30) and(2.31), into equation (2.19) giving the 
a-posteriori 1 LLR L (u, I y) calculated with the BCJR-MAP algorithm as: 
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2.4.1.2 Soft-Input Soft-Output MAP Decoder 
The MAP algorithm provides not only the estimated bit sequence, but also the probability 
for each bit that it has been decoded correctly. 
The a-posteriori 1 LLR L (U, I y) calculated with the MAP algorithm can be thought of as 




The first term, Lcyt is the soft channel output for the systematic bit that was directly 
transmitted across the channel and received as y,. The second term, L ( u,) represents 
any a-priori2 information about u, provided by a previous decoder. In the case of an 
iterative turbo decoder, each component decoder provides the other decoder(s) with an 
estimate of the a-priori LLR L ( u, ) . 
I The a-posteriori information about a bit is the information that the decoder gives taking into account 
all available sources of information about u,. It is the a-posteriori LLR, L(u, I y) that the MAP 
algorithm gives as its output. 
2 The a-priori information about a bit is information available, before decoding starts, from a source 
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The channel values YI are received, and they and the a-priori LLRs L ( u/) are used to 
calculate rl (s', s) using equations (2.28) and (2.29). As the channel values YI are 
received and the branch matrices rl ( s', s) are calculated, the forward state metrics al (s) 
are calculated using Equation (2.30). Once all channel values of YI have been received 
and rl (s', s) calculated for all bits, then the reverse state metric 131-1 (s') is calculated 
using equation (2.31). With all values of rl (s',s), al (s) and A-I (s') calculated, then 
equation (2.32) is used to calculate the values of L (u1 I y). 
2.4.1.3 Iterative Algorithm 
Notation 
~ I (u1 I y), the subscript 11 indicates that this is the a-priori LLR in the first 
iteration from the first component decoder 
~2(U/I y), is the extrinsic information from the first iteration from the second 
component decoder 
~I (u1 I y), is the extrinsic information from the second iteration passed from the 
first component decoder to the second component decoder 
L22 (u1 I y), is the extrinsic information from the second iteration passed from the 
second component decoder. 
Figure 2.8 shows the structure of the iterative (turbo) decoder which uses two MAP 
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Figure 2.8: Structure of a Turbo Decoder 
2.4.1.3.1 First Iteration 
Dl receives the channel sequence YI containing the received versions of the transmitted 
bits LcY:s, and the parity bits Lcyt from RSCl(in case this bit has been punctured, the 
turbo decoder must insert dummy bits - zeros, in the soft channel output Lcyt). 
D 1 then processes the soft channel inputs and produces its estimate 1.1 (u, I y) of the 
conditional LLRs of the data bits. In the first iteration D 1 will have no a-priori 
information about the bits, hence P,(u,) in Y,(s',s) will be 0.5. 
D2 receives the channel sequence Y2' and uses the conditional LLR 1.1(u,ly)provided 
by D 1 to generate a-priori LLRs L( u, ). Here the a-priori LLRs L( u, ) are derived by 
interleaving the extrinsic LLRs Le(u,) of DI to produce D2's a-posteriori LLRs 
This is the last step done on the first iteration. 
2.4.1.3.2 Second Iteration 
D 1 processes its received channel sequence Y I' but now it also has a-priori LLRs 
/.(11,) provided by the extrinsic portion Le (u,) of the a-posteriori LLRs 
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~2(U/ I y) calculated by D2. 
Dl can now produce an improved a-posteriori LLR ~1(U/ I y). D2 processes its received 
channel sequence Y2' and uses the improved a-posteriori LLRs L21 (u/ly)from the first 
decoder to derive improved a-priori LLRs L(u/). D2 now produces an improved a-
posteriori LLR ~2(U/ I y). 
The iterative process is repeated until the desired number of iterations have been reached 
(we assume p iterations). At the end of the pth decoding iteration, the output from the 
turbo decoder is given by the de-interleaved a-posteriori LLRs ofD2, Lp2 (u/ I y). 
2.4.1.4 Data Estimation 
Decision Devices (DDs) are used to convert the LLRs of the decoded data in such a way 
that they approximate the encoded data. These decision techniques can be classified 
either as hard decision or soft decision devices. 
A hard decision is usually taken in conventional methods, this means that, for BPSK, any 
LLR above 0 will be converted to 1 and any LLR below 0 will be converted to -1. 
U
"/ __ {I if Lp2 (u/ I y) > 0 
-1 otherwise 
(2.35) 
The sign of these a-posteriori LLRs gives the hard decision output, that is, whether the 
decoder believes that the transmitted bit u/ was + 1 or -1 and the magnitude of these 
LLRs gives the confidence the decoder has in its decision. 
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This decision device is shown in Figure 2.9. 
+1 
-1 +1 LLR 
-1 
Figure 2.9: Hard Limiter 
It is clear from Figure 2.9 that the Hard Decision Device (HDD) discards the reliability of 
the information given by the LLR of the data. Making an incorrect decision, leads to an 
erroneous value and error propagation might result. 
Instead of hard decisions, soft decision techniques can be used to estimate the data. 
Among the soft decisions possible are the linear, null-zone, the unit clipper, and the 
hyperbolic tangent decision. These are all shown in Figure 2.10. These Soft Decision 
Devices (SDDs) give reliable data values between 1 and -1 and an unreliable bit leads to 
a value close to O. This gives an advantage over the HDD as this unreliable bit is more 
















+1 LLR -1 +1 LLR 
-1 
(a) (b) 
-1 +1 LLR 
-1 +1 LLR 
(d) 
(c) 
Figure 2.10: Tentative decision devices. (a) Linear. (b) Null zone. (c) Unit clipper. (d) 
Hyperbolic tangent 
Soft decision techniques such as the linear decision [8] produce no error propagation but 
still cannot significantly reduce the MAl effect in CDMA system. In order to achieve the 
combined advantage of both hard and soft decision functions, hybrid functions have been 
proposed. These include the unit clipper [9], null-zone and hyperbolic tangent decision 
algorithms shown in Figure 2.10. 
In [10] it is observed that the null zone device provides slightly better performance than 
the hard decision device but is still inferior to the hyperbolic tangent device. Due to its 
superior performance, the hyperbolic tangent function as derived in [11] is used for soft 
decisions throughout this thesis. 
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We derive the hyperbolic tangent device threshold as follows [11]. The generalized form 
of the LLR of the kth user's Ith symbol u! = a [ u! J is given by: 
1 ([ IJ) (P,(u! =+I)J ak = L a Uk = In (I ) P, uk=-I (2.36) 
with 






, 1 exp{-a[u!J) 
P'~Uk =-1)= l+eXP{-a[un) (2.39) 
By defining ii E {+ 1, -I} we write both equations (2.38) and (2.39) in one expression as: 
p(u! =ii)= exp{iia[u!J) 
r l+exP{iia[u!J) 
_ exp(~iia[ u!J) 
- exp( -~iia[u!J)+exp(~iia[u!J) 
(2.40) 
COShGua[ un)( l+UtanhGua[ u:]) J 
= 2COsh(~iia[ u:]) 
= ~ ( 1 + ii tanh (~ ii a [ un ) J 
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J~ = L iiP' ( un 
iie{+!,-!} 
= L ~(l+t .. mGa[J,])) (2.41 ) 
iie{+!,-!} 
This hyperbolic tangent threshold is shown in Figure 2.10. 
2.4.1.5 Modified Turbo Decoder 
As seen in equation (2.35) above, the outputs of the turbo decoding process are the LLR 
values of the users' infonnation data. This means that the knowledge gleaned from the 
parity bits is discarded. For iterative decoding, as will be discussed in section 3.5.2, we 
however pay close attention to both the systematic and parity bits since these are vital in 
the accurate reconstruction of the interference. 
We thus calculate the LLRs of both infonnation and parity bits as: 
a: = L ( u: ) = LeY: + L~I ( u: ) + L'pl ( u: ) 
and 
at! = ( ur ) = Leyr + Lepl (ur ) + L~2 ( ur ) 




respectively, where in equations (2.42), (2.43) and (2.44) the first tenn is called the 
channel value of the bit, the second tenn is the a priori infonnation about the bit provided 



















2.5 Numerical Results on the Performance of Turbo Codes 
In this section, the performance of a turbo coded single user system transmitting through 
both A WGN and Rayleigh fading channels is evaluated through Monte Carlo simulation 
techniques. The component encoder used in all simulations in this section is the RSC 
encoder with generator polynomial (7,5)oclal and code rate r = 1/3. The user input frame 
is Lin = 1024 and the BER per SNR is computed after each decoding step. 
The performance results are given in Figure 2.11 for an A WGN channel and in Figure 
2.12 for a Rayleigh flat fading channel. Also presented are the results for an uncoded 
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Figure 2.11: Single user BER Turbo-coded performance as afunction ofSNR and 
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In Figure 2.11 we observe a performance improvement as the number of decoder 
iterations increases. This improvement with increased number of iterations has, however, 
been observed to follow the law of diminishing returns. An approximate fourfold coding 
gain is achieved between the uncoded and first decoder iteration performance for a BER 
threshold of 10-3 while four decoder iterations have an approximate 3dB gain over a 
single decoder iteration for the same performance threshold. 
Figure 2.12 demonstrates a 3dB loss on the Rayleigh fading fourth decoder iteration to 
the equivalent AWGN channel performance. This loss in performance can be attributed 
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Figure 2.12: Single user BER Turbo-coded performance as afunction ofSNR and 
multiple iterations for aj/atfading channel 
Turbo codes are seen to be a realistic means of power efficient FEe codes in wireless 
communications due to their outstanding performance at low SNR values. 
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In this chapter we introduced Turbo codes, a fundamental class of FEC codes used in this 
thesis. The MAP decoding technique is introduced and its algorithm is explained. 
Moreover a modified decoding algorithm that is used in later chapters in this work was 
also introduced. The introduction of Turbo codes on a Digital Communication System 
(DCS) is shown, through simulations, to provide a considerable coding gain over an 
uncoded DCS. This coding gain can be further improved by increasing the number of 
decoding iterations. 
Data estimation techniques such as hard and soft decision devices used in the decoding 
process and in subsequent chapters are introduced. Furthermore the Rayleigh fading 
wireless communication channel was also introduced. Simulations are used to 
demonstrate the signal degradation in wireless communications due to the propagation 
channel. It is seen that in systems where there are no diversity schemes employed, 
Rayleigh fading channels can pose serious problems during a deep fade as this can result 
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Objective: To introduce the turbo multi-user detection principle. 
We start by introducing, in section 3.1, the Single-Input Single-Output (SISO) A WGN 
COMA system used throughout this chapter. The conventional match filtering technique 
is reviewed in Section 3.2. In section 3.3 through 3.4 we review multi-user detection 
methods that are used in combating the MAl that limits the capacity of a COMA 
communication system. 
In section 3.5 we introduce the turbo decoding structure. Since this structure involves the 
concatenation and iterative exchange of information between the MUO (in sections 3.3 
and 3.4) and turbo decoder (in chapter 2), we call this structure the Turbo multi-user 
detector. Section 3.6 summarizes this chapter. 
3.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we consider the system introduced in Section 2.1, where all K users 
transmit using symbol synchronous COMA over an additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN) channel, then the waveform Sk (t) ,given by (2.5), is said to arrive at the 
common receiver in an attenuated form. 
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Due to the assumption that all K users transmit simultaneously over the A WGN channel, 
the received signal at the receiver, is a continuous time waveform, expressed as 
K 
r(t) = LSk (t)+ n(t) (3.1) 
k=l 
Where the first term is the multiple access signal coming from K independent users and 
n(t) is a zero mean additive Gaussian noise with a two-sided power spectral density of 
0'2 = No 12. 
Equation (3.1) can be better shown by expressing r(t) explicitly for each symbol 
interval i as 
(3.2) 
and substituting (2.5) into (3.1) we obtain 
K N-l 
Ii (t) = L~Ek'; Ldk,} [ck,} 1 'I'(t- j~ )+n; (t) 
k=l }=o 
(3.3) 
From the chip view point, the signal Ii (t) is a continuous signal. By performing chip 
waveform matched filtering (for all 0 ~ j ~ N -1 chip intervals), followed by sampling at 
the chip rate ~, the waveform can be made discrete. 
The discrete-time received signal can be expressed in matrix notation as 
r =CPd+n 
r::;: [r[I],r [2], .. ',r [N]T 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
Where the channel matrix C is a N x K matrix containing all K spreading codes utilized 
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CI •I C2•1 CK •I 
c= CI •2 C2•2 CK •2 (3.6) 
CI •N C2•N CK •N 
P is a K by K diagonal matrix containing the received signal amplitude (Bk or .JE: or 
~2~) and is defined as 
.JE: 0 0 
P = diag [ ~ , Pz,. .. , PK r = 0 JE; 
0 0 
0 0 ~EK 
d is a K-vector that holds the data for all users, given by 
d = [ d l , d2 , ••• , d K r 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
while n is an N-vector that holds the filtered samples of the noise and is expressed as 
n = [ n[1],n[2], ... ,n[ N]T (3.9) 
3.2 Matched Filter 
The common receiver needs to be able to distinguish each user's data. Due to the fact that 
each user is assigned a unique spreading code, this unique code can thus be used by the 
receiver to demodulate the user of interest's signal. However, orthogonality is almost 
impossible to achieve in DS-CDMA spreading codes, this correlation in spreading codes 
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Throughout this thesis we assume that the receiver has perfect knowledge of all the 
spreading sequences. Furthermore all spreading sequences used are Pseudo-Noise (PN) 
sequences, and each element of at.} is chosen independently and identically distributed 
(U.d.) according to some distribution. 
The conventional detector for the received signal r consists of a bank of K correlators or 
matched filters. This is the simplest approach to demodulating the CDMA signals and the 
structure is illustrated in Figure 3.1 below. 
r 
Figure 3.1: Matched Filter Structure for CDMA Systems 
Each of the K matched filters regenerates the unique spreading code assigned (at 
transmission) to that user. This regenerated code is then correlated with the received 
signal r (t) whose output is sampled at every bit interval, thus giving a soft estimate of 
the transmitted data, given as 
(3.10) 
Upon substituting (2.5) and (3.1) into (3.10), the transmitted data can be expressed as 
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Pjk = - J Ck (t)cj (t)dt 
~ 
is the cross-correlation between the jth and kth user. 





yMF =[y~F ,y~F , ... ,y~FJ 
Z=[ZI,Z2, ... ,ZKY =CTn 
is Gaussian noise correlated by the MF operation, and 








is a K x K correlation matrix whose entries are values of the correlation between 
spreading signatures for all k,j E {1,2, ... ,K} users. 
By breaking up R as shown in [13] into two matrices, R = I +Q where Q is the cross-




The first term Pd is the decoupled data weighted by the received amplitudes (i.e. 
correlation with the kth user itself gives rise to the recovered data term). The second term 

























The hard decision made by the decision device on the received data can be expressed as 
die (t ) = sgn {y~F (t)} 
=sgn{ .jE,d. (1)+ t.,JE;"PJA (I)+n; (I)} (3.19) 
As can be seen from (3.19), as the absolute value of the sum of noise and MAl increases 
so does the probability of making an erroneous decision at the output of the conventional 
detector. It is obvious that the existence of MAl has a significant impact on the capacity 
and performance of the conventional detector system and as the number of interfering 
users increase, so does the amount of MAl increase. 
If the user of interest is further to the receiver it undergoes more amplitude attenuation 
than the signals that are closer to the receiver. This worsens the effective MAl due to the 
stronger power interfering users, thus overwhelming the desired signal. This is known as 
the near-far problem. Because of this effect, well-defined power control is essential for 
proper functioning of CDMA systems. In this work we assume that all users transmit 
with equal and constant power of Pie = lW . 
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Figure 3.2 shows the uncoded BER performance as a function of the SNR for 1, 5 and 15 
users with a processing gain of N = 15 chips, over an A WGN channel for a conventional 
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Figure 3.2: MF receiver performance for an uncoded system over an AWGN channel 
It is observed from Figure 3.2 that as the system load increases the performance of the 
MF receiver degrades. The fully loaded system with K = 15 is seen to reach an error 
floor of about 10-1 , making reliable communications at this level unfeasible. 
The system capacity of the conventional CDMA system is mainly limited by interference, 
thus to increase this system capacity we need to find ways to mitigate the effects of MAL 
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3.3 Multi-user Detection 
The two major limits to the conventional CDMA system were discussed in the preceding 
section, these are: Firstly, the near-far problem poses a serious problem and tight power 
control, with attendant complexity, is needed to combat it. We thus assume equal power 
transmission from all active system users. Secondly, the conventional detector performs 
as if other users do not exist and ignores the presence of MAl in the received signal. 
When MUD is employed in a CDMA system it can reduce/eliminate MAl caused by 
other active users leading to potential increases in capacity. For the sake of simplicity, we 
assume that there is no inter-cell interference in the work presented in this thesis. 
The optimum multi-user detector proposed in [14] that consists of the Maximum 
Likelihood Sequence Estimator (MLSE) based on the Viterbi decoding algorithm, has 
shown huge improvement (Le. a substantial increase in system capacity) over the 
conventional correlation receiver. Unfortunately as the number of users introduced into 
the system increase so does its computational complexity. This complexity grows , 
exponentially with the number of active users and constraint length of the code making 
any practical implementation very prohibitive. This has led to the search for suboptimal 
MUDs that can achieve a large capacity gain, with lower complexity and less explicit 
information about the received signals. The Verdu algorithm is normally used as a 
benchmark against which all sub-optimal schemes are compared. 
Various suboptimum detectors have been proposed, most of which can be classified into 
linear multi-user detectors and non-linear multi-user detectors. An overview of different 
receiver techniques can be found, for example, in [13],[15] and [14]. 
3.3.1 Linear Multi-user Detectors 
Linear multi-user detectors are those multi-user detectors based on linear techniques. A 
linear transformation is applied to the soft outputs of the conventional detector in order to 
produce a new set of decision variables with MAl greatly decoupled (or completely 
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to attenuate MAl according to a specific criterion. There are two important types of linear 
MUDs, and they are known as: the Decorrelating detector and the MMSE detector. 
3.3.1.1 Decorrelator Detector 
The decorrelating receiver attempts to completely eliminate the MAl for all the users. It 
linearly transforms each vector of matched filter outputs by multiplying it with the 
inverse of the correlation matrix. This is done by multiplying both sides of (3.14) with 
R-1 (the inverse of R), to give a decoupled user signal given by: 
yDecor = R-1y(t) = Pd(t)+ R-1z(t) 
= Pd(t)+zDecor (t) 
where zDecor (t)is a noise vector with zero mean and covariance of u 2R-1 • 
(3.20) 
As can be seen from the first term of (3.20), the decorrelator completely decouples the 
MAl, thus leading to substantial performance gain over the conventional detector. 
Moreover the decorrelator detector is near-far resistant, and has a suboptimum 
performance and more importantly its complexity increases linearly with the number of 
users. This detector, however, has its drawback. As can be seen on the last term, the 
detector causes noise enhancement and this noise term, R -IZ (t ), is always greater or 
equal to the noise term at the output of the conventional detector. 
The decorrelating receiver tries to completely remove MAl and this often results in 
unacceptable noise enhancements. As the number of active users becomes large and 
approaches system capacity, the performance starts to degrade, this is due to noise 
enhancement that results from trying to invert the MAl of a large number of users. For an 
ovt:tloaded system (Le. K > N) the decorrelating algorithm becomes undefined since it 
becomes impossible to drive the interference to zero. 
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3.3.1.2 Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) Detector 
The MMSE detector, as compared to the decorrelator, has far smoother degradation in 
performance since it balances MAl mitigation with noise enhancement - as loading 
increases its capacity also decreases asymptotically to zero [14]. 
The dispread signal (3.18) from the MF is passed into the MMSE detector, as shown in 
Figure 3.3 







Figl.ue 3.3: Structure of the MMSE Detector for CDMA Systems 
The MMSE detector utilizes a linear mapping that minimizes the mean-squared error, 
E [Id -M MMSEyMF I], between the actual data d and the soft output of the conventional 
detector yMF • 
The result of the K x K matrix MMMSE that achieves the minimum square-error is given 
in [14] and [16] as: 
[ 2 -2J-1 MMMSE = R+a P (3.21 ) 
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As can be seen in (3.22), the MMSE detector takes into account the background noise, 
thus giving better performance than the decorrelating detector. Worth noting is that as the 
background noise in equation (3.22) goes to zero, the MMSE detector converges in 
performance to the decorrelating detector. On the other hand, if the background noise 
increases considerably, then the MMSE detector approximates the conventional detector. 
Due to the fact that the performance of the MMSE detector depends on the powers of the 
interfering users' signals, it is thus less resistant to the near-far problem, but due to our 
earlier assumption of equal power users, our system is immune to this problem. The 
MMSE detector output signal has reduced or suppressed MAL 
3.3.2 Interference Cancellation Schemes 
Interference Cancellation (lC) techniques are non-linear and use previously made 
decisions to reduce the MAl seen by each user. This is achieved by using data estimates 
to reconstruct the interference which is then subtracted from the received signal. This 
category of IC schemes can be classified into three sub-categories: Parallel Interference 
Cancellation (PIC), Successive Interference Cancellation (SIC) and Hybrid Interference 
Cancellation (HIC) techniques. 
3.3.2.1 Successive Interference Cancellation 
In SIC, the performance of the system is improved by demodulating and cancelling each 
user's signal from the strongest to the weakest according to their received signal power. 
This is done serially, where at each stage only one user's signal is removed from the 
overall received signal, so that all remaining users see less MAl in the next cancellation 
stage. This is repeated until all but one user have been demodulated. Removing the 
strongest user first is advantageous for the remaining users, meaning that the strongest 
user does not gain any MAl reduction advantages while the weaker users benefit the most 
in terms of MAl reduction. This single user-single stage serial cancellation introduces an 




















3.3.2.2 Parallel Interference Cancellation 
PIC estimates and subtracts out all the MAl for each user in parallel. In this approach, 
each user's estimates are calculated separately at first, after which the decisions made 
(assuming hard-decision approach) are used to reconstruct the MAl that is then subtracted 
from the received signal. Figure 3.4 shows one stage of the multistage PIC detector. As 
can be seen on Figure 3.4, the initial bit estimates, dt (t), are obtained by taking a 
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Figure 3.4: Parallel Interference Cancellationfor CDMA Systems 
The bit estimates are scaled by the amplitude estimates and re-spread by the signature 
codes and added in order to regenerate the MAl estimates for each user. This interference 
is then cancelled from the received signal, providing an input to the bank of conventional 
detectors whose output yields a new set of more improved signals, yPlC,1 as the output of 
the first PIC stage. On the next stage the data estimates of the previous stage are used as 
input, thus providing a better estimate that can be used to further improve the signal. 
The output of the PIC first stage, yPIC,1 can thus be represented as: 


















At the output of the first stage PIC decision device (assuming HDD), we have: 
d:,C.l (f) = sgn {y;IC,1 (f)} 
= sgn{.JE:dk (f)- :tJE:PJ,k [dj (f)-d) (f)] +n~ (f)} 
J,d 
(3.25) 
This iterative process can be repeated for multiple stages (say p stages). Where each stage 
takes as inputs the data estimates of the previous stage y;IC,(P-l) and produces a new set 
of estimates at its output, y;IC ,p related by: 
y;IC,P (f) = y~F (f)- :tJE:pj,kd;IC,(P-l) (f) (3.26) 
J*k 
and at the output of the last stage (pth) decision device we have: 
d;'C,P (f) = sgn{y;IC,P (f)} 
= sgn{JE:dk (t)- :tJE: Pl,k [dJ (t)-drC,(p-l) (t)J + n~ (t)} 
J*k 
(3.27) 
Following the matrix-vector formulation in equation (3.18), the soft output of the pth 
PIC stage for all transmitted bits and all K users is 
dPlC,p = yMF _QPdP1C,(P-l) 
= Pd+QP( d_dP1C,(P-l) )+z (3.28) 
























In Figure 3.5 the BER performance as a function of the number of users for a MF 
receiver and a PIC detector is shown. These graphs are plotted for a system with no FEC 
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Figure 3.5: AWGN channel Capacity Performance of the MF receiver and PIC Detector, 
evaluated at SNR value of9dB 
The capacity improvements attainable through the use of PIC detectors over the MF 
receiver are seen to be as much as double for a given BER performance threshold. 
However, these gains diminish as the system gets heavily loaded and converge towards 
the MF performance for a  overloaded system. 
It has been shown [10] that as the estimates from the previous stages improve, the 
performance of the multistage PIC can also be improved. Although the iterative process 
can be performed as many times as required it has been seen that the PIC saturates after 
the third iteration [17]. Moreover if an erroneous decision is made during the iterative 
process, then the error is propagated leading to a doubling of the final error, oscillation 
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The oscillatory behaviour described above happens as a result of error propagation. If 
during the hard decision stage an error is made, then the reconstructed MAl signal will 
also be in error, resulting in the addition of MAl in equation (3.28) instead of subtraction. 
This means that the current PIC iteration can become worse than a previous lower order 
iteration, resulting in oscillations in system performance. This means that the PIC MUD 
is most effective if correct decisions are made at the decision device, otherwise serious 
oscillatory behaviour will manifest itself in the detection process. 
In [11] several possible measures are suggested to avoid incurring wrong MAl estimates, 
these are: 
i) Firstly we can try and improve the first iteration by employing a linear MUD as 
a front-end to the PIC detector's first stage. This approach is known as combined 
detection and is discussed in Section 3.4. 
ii) Secondly by using soft decisions rather than hard decisions in all the PIC 
stages (except the last), helps give reliable estimates that can be fed to the PIC 
detector. This is the soft decision PIC detection approach. Decision devices or 
algorithms were discussed in Section 2.4.1.4. 
iii) Lastly we can try to improve the data estimates, before they are used to 
reconstruct the MAl, by using a FEC decoder in each iteration. 
3.4 Combined Detection 
As stated earlier in the previous section, an incorrect or erroneous decision leads to error 
propagation, which can be avoided by making confident initial decisions. Stabilizing the 
first stage of PIC detection through the use of a linear MUD as a front-end to the PIC 
detpctor's first stage aids in reducing erroneous initial decisions that may lead to this 
oscillatory behaviour and failure of convergence. 
The combined detection schemes combine a linear detection scheme with an interference 
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(ZF-DF) detector, decorrelatorlPlC, MMSEIPIC, and many others as discussed in [13] 
and [14]. 
Since the interference cancellation scheme depends on the linear detector for its initial 
data estimates, then we need reliable data estimates that will not easily succumb to error 
propagation. 
3.4.1 MMSE-based Parallel Interference Cancellation Detection 
Since the MMSE detector balances MAl mitigation with noise enhancement it makes it 
more attractive, as opposed to the decorrelator, to be used as a linear MUD front-end to 
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Figure 3.6: MMSE Front-end PIC Receiver for CDMA Systems 
• 
Recalling Equations (3.14) and (3.22), the PIC detector depicted in Figure 3.6 
can be represented in discrete-time form, by rewriting Equation (3.26) as: 
yPIC = yMMSE _ (R - diag [R]) Ad 
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PI,) 0 0 
diag[R] = 
0 P2,2 0 
(3.30) 
0 0 PK,K 
~ [~~ ~ r d = dl'd2 ,",dK (3.31) 
3.5 Turbo Multi-user Detection 
Here the single-input single-output synchronous CDMA uplink A WGN channel system 
of Figure 2.1 is considered. As demonstrated in previous sections of this work, neither 
MUD alone nor channel coding techniques can completely eliminate the effects of MAl. 
Joint detection and decoding in multi-user systems has been an active research area for 
the past decade. Researchers like [18] have investigated the combined optimum detector 
[14] and convolutional decoding system performance. Due to the exponential complexity 
of the receiver in [14], the authors of [18] propose suboptimal MUD with convolution 
coding in [19]. By integrating a combination of various suboptimal MUDs with iterative 
ch~'Ulel decoding, the authors of [20] introduce a convolutionaly coded iterative 
interference canceller. The powerful error correction ability of turbo codes [21] has been 
combined with interference cancellation in [22] to produce the turbo interference 
cancellation detection approach. The work of [22] has further been studied in [23], [24] 
with further work being done by [25] and [26]. 
The turbo multi-user detection principle follows that of turbo decoding discussed in 
section 2.4. This involves the joint channel decoding and multi-user detection through the 
iterative exchange/use of soft information. In [27] multi-user receivers are divided into 


















3.5.1 Partitioned Approach Receiver 
In P A the multi-user detector precedes the decoder and does not utilize the decoder 
output. Decoding is only performed after the last PIC stage, thus the tentative decisions 
produced by the PIC of each stage treats each user data as if it were not coded. Figure 3.7 
shows the partitioned approach turbo PIC MUD. As can be seen in this suboptimal 
approach, symbol detection and decoding are done separately and there is no exchange of 
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Figure 3.7: Partitioned Approach Multi-user Receiver for CDMA Systems 
The conventional MF receiver acts as the first stage of the detector, it ·dispreads the 
signals, giving, at each MF output yMF as given by Equation (3.18). The MF output is 
then fed to the PIC, where p iterative interference cancellation steps are carried out. The 
output of the pth PIC iteration, yPIC.P is defined and can be calculated similar to (3.24). 
The output soft signal of the last iteration y:IC.P is then deinterleaved before it is decoded 
by the relevant turbo decoder to produce the soft decoded output ak • The turbo decoder 
used in this receiver is that discussed in Section 2.4.1 and only yields the LLR value of 
the information bits. For ease of comparison we asswne that the bank of turbo decoders 
performs p iterations, where p is the same as the nwnber of PIC stages. After the last 
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3.5.2 Iterative Approach Receiver 
For each iterative detect/decode stage, this structure performs detection and decoding 
separately and exchanges soft information through an iterative process. The structure of 
the iterative turbo PIC multi-user detector is shown in Figure 3.8. 
M A I 
a) 
r ~ MF • • • • • 
"";' ••••• , HOO ~ 
a2 
I .... , 
••••• ~ HOO ~ 
yAf" 
Figure 3.8: Iterative Approach to Multi-user Detection/or CDMA Systems 
The signals are first dispread using a MF and then a single PIC detector stage followed by 
de-interleaving is performed. This gives a cleaner PIC output signal that is taken as the 
input to the turbo decoder. The modified decoder of Section 2.4.1.5 is used and it yields 
the LLR values of both information bits and the parity bits, all which are vital in the 
reconstruction of the MAl. This iterative process is repeated p times after which a hard 
decision is taken to estimate the user's input data. 
The soft MAP decoding algorithm outputs the a posteriori LLRs of the coded bits based 
on the soft codeword provided by the PIC detector. In this case we describe the extrinsic 
information as the information about the coded bits gleaned from the a priori information 
about user's coded bits based on the trellis structure of the code [28]. This iterative 
process is repeated for p joint PIC and turbo iterations (as described above) and on the 
last iteration a hard decision is taken on the soft decoder to give the input data estimate. 
In the following section we introduce the MMSE front-end PIC detectors for the turbo 
coded SISO CDMA system. 
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3.5.3 MMSE Front-End Turbo Multi-user Detectors 
As stated in earlier sections, an incorrect or erroneous decision can lead to error 
propagation; this error propagation can be avoided by making confident initial decisions. 
Stabilizing the first stage of PIC detection through the use of a linear MUD as a front-end 
to the PIC detector's first stage can aid in reducing erroneous initial decisions that may 
lead to oscillatory behaviour and failure of convergence. 
Since the MMSE detector balances MAl mitigation with noise enhancement it makes it 
more attractive, as opposed to the decorrelator, to be used as a linear MUD front-end to 
the PIC detector's first stage. The signal at the receiver is first dispread by the matched 
filter as discussed in Section 3.2. The match filtered signal is then passed on to the 
MMSE detector (introduced in Section 3.3.1.2) which suppresses the MAl, resulting in a 
cleaner signal. 
To further suppress the MAl, the signal at the output of the MMSE receiver is fed into the 
PIC detector. The immediate output (in the case of IA) or the final output (in the P A 
scenario) of the PIC detector is then fed as input to the bank of turbo decoders. The turbo 
decoders will yield LLR values of the users' data on which a soft or hard decision may be 
appropriately taken as discussed in Section 2.4.1.4. The MMSE front-end turbo PIC 
receiver can be divided into either PA or IA schemes which operate similarly to the 
schemes described in Sections 3.5.1 and 3.5.2 above. 
3.5.3.1 MMSE Front-End Partitioned Approach Receiver 
The MMSE front-end PA receiver can be described by combining the MMSE based PIC 
detector described in Section 3.4.1 with the PA receiver of Section 3.5.1. The overall 
structure of the MMSE front-end PA receiver is as depicted in Figure 3.9. 
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Figure 3.9: MMSE Front-end PA Receiver 
There is no exchange of soft information between the PIC and decoder modules. This 
means that the PIC detector will perform all p cancellation stages, after which the soft 
output of the pth PIC stage is fed into a channel de-interleaver whose output becomes 
input to the first decoding iteration. For comparative reasons, the decoder is assumed to 
perform an equal number of iterations to that of the PIC detector. 
The output of the pth stage can be expressed in discrete-time form as: 
yPIC,p =yMMSE -(R-diag[R])yPIC,(p-,) 
where 
Y
-PIC,P _ [y-PIC,P y-PIC,p ... y-PIC,P] 
- 1'2"K 

















3.5.3.2 MMSE Front-End Iterative Approach Receiver 
An MMSE receiver is used as the front-end to the IA receiver of Section 3.5.2. Figure 
3.10 shows the structure of the MMSE front-end IA receiver. 
"'2, \.~ Sf( 
Figure 3.10: MMSE Front-end fA Receiver 
The signal at the output of the MMSE receiver is fed into the PIC detector. The 
immediate output of the PIC detector is then fed as input to the bank of turbo decoders. 
This receiver uses the modified decoder of Section 2.4.1.5 that yields the LLR values of 
both information bits and the parity bits which are all used in the interference 
reconstruction process. The reconstructed MAl is then subtracted from the MMSE output 
yMMSE thus producing a cleaner signal for consequent PIC stage outputs yPIC,;, where 
i E {I, 2, .. " p}. Each PIC output stage signal is fed into the modified turbo decoders 
which yield the LLR of the received codeword. 
To estimate the users' transmitted data, a hyperbolic tangent soft decision device 
(introduced in Section 2.4.1.4) is taken on the LLR of the information and parity bits. In 
the signal interference reconstruction stage, the soft estimates of all users are multiplied 














The MAl reconstruction is done so that the estimates are as close as possible to the 
original users' data, as this will result in near accurate estimation of the MAl, thus 
translating to limited interference desired signals after each PIC stage. The cleaner PIC 
output signal (consisting of LLR values of information and data bits) leads to cleaner 
extrinsic information thus improved decoder output results. This cycle repeats for each 
iteration and expectedly yielding better and better results. 
The output of the pth stage can be expressed in discrete-time form as: 
yPIC,p =yMMSE -(R-diag[R])PbP1C.(P-I) (3.34) 
where yMMSE, R and P are given by Equations (3.14), (3.17) and (3.7) respectively and 
b- PIC.p = [b-p,C,P bPlC,p ... bP'c .p] I , 2 , , K 
is the users' data estimates given by the soft decision on LLR of the users' pth stage 
output. 
3.5.4 Numerical Results 
(3.35) 
Because of complexity of analysis of multistage interference cancellation systems, most 
of this work relies heavily on Monte-Carlo simulation techniques to help supplement 
analysis. The synchronous uplink DS-CDMA system introduced in section 2.1 is 
considered. Transmission is over an A WGN channel and equal-power users are assumed. 
The receivers all assume perfect knowledge of the channel state information. The number 
of active system users is K = 15 and each user transmits an information frame size of 
Lin = 1024 data bits. The FEC code used is a rate r = 1/3 turbo code with a component 
encoder with generator polynomial (7,5t'Q" All spreading codes are of length N = 15 
and are generated in a pseudo-random manner for each user. All presented performance 
curves in this section are evaluated at the fourth receiver iteration. 
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Figure 3.11: PA-PIC and PA-MMSEIPIC Detector Performance comparison; 
Iterations =4 
Figure 3.11 shows the BER performance as a function of the SNR for the partitioned 
approach receiver with and without an MMSE front-end for a 5 and 15 user system, 
lower bounded by the single user performance curve. 
In the above figure we consider 4 interference cancellation stages and 4 turbo decoding 
iterations. For a given BER performance threshold of 10-2 , the 5 user MMSEIPIC 
performance graph demonstrates a performance gain of approximately 0.6dB over the 5 
user non-front-end curve. For the same BER performance threshold of 10-2 , the 15 user 
MMSEIPIC performance curve has a performance gain of approximately 0.3dB over the 
15 user non-front-end curve. We observe that the MMSE front-end PA receiver offers a 
much better performance gain than its non-Front-end counterpart. This observation is 
valid for both K = 5 and K = 15 graph sets, however the performance gains are 
minimized as the system becomes overloaded. 
The latter observation is clearly illustrated in Figure 3.12 where the BER performance as 
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the MMSE front-end at a SNR value of 2dB. The conventional MF capacity acts as an 
upper bound for the PA receiver system capacity. 
For a given BER of 10-3 it is observed that the PA-PIC receiver achieves a capacity of 
only about 3 users while the MMSE front-end PA receiver achieves more than double the 
PA-PIC receiver capacity for the same performance threshold. These capacity gains are 
however seen to diminish as the system load increases and both receivers with and 
without the MMSE front-end are seen to converge towards the MF capacity limit for a 
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Figure 3.12: PA-PIC and PA-MMSEIPIC system capacity; SNR=2dB, Iterations=4 
Figure 3.13 shows the BER performance as a function of the SNR for the iterative 
approach receiver with and without an MMSE front-end for a 5 and 15 user system, 
lower bounded by the single user performance curve. As in the previous P A graphs, we 




















As with the P A scheme, we observe that the MMSE front-end IA receiver offers an 
improved performance gain than the lA-PIC receiver. Again, this observation is valid for 
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Figure 3.13: lA-PIC and IA-MMSEIPIC Detector Performance comparison; Iterations=4 
Figure 3.14 shows the BER performance as a function of the number of users for both the 
IA receiver with and without the MMSE front-end at a SNR value of 2dB. For a given 
BER of 10-4 it is observed that the lA-PIC receiver achieves a capacity of K = 3 users 
while the MMSE front-end IA receiver achieves a capacity of K = 13 users, indicating a 
more than fourfold capacity improvement over the lA-PIC receiver capacity for the same 
performance threshold. These capacity gains are seen to be degrading gracefully as the 
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Figure 3.14: lA-PIC and IA-MMSEIPIC system capacity; SNR=2dB'/terations=4 
A performance comparison, in terms of system capacity, is given in Figure 3.15 where 
the BER performance as a function of the number of active users for both P A and IA 
receivers with and without an MMSE front-end is shown for a SNR of 2dB. In each case 
4 cancellation stages and or iterations are performed. For any given performance 
measure, the IA MMSE front-end receiver is observed to give the best capacity 
improvements. 
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3.6 Summary 
The main contribution in this chapter is the application and choice of a turbo multi-user 
concatenation scheme as a receiver in a turbo coded synchronous DS-CDMA system in 
an A WON channel. The turbo multi-user detection principle is introduced and such 
receivers are divided into partitioned approach (P A) and iterative approach CIA) 
receivers. Simulation results demonstrate that the IA receiver that employs an MMSE 
detector as its front end provides outstanding capacity gains in comparison: to the IA 
receiver with no MMSE front end and also to the P A receiver with and without an 
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4.1 IntrOduction 
Though the work in previous chapters investigates the combined MUD and error control 
coding performance it still does not investigate these in conjunction with diversity 
techniques. The work done in this chapter draws heavily from concepts already 
introduced in previous chapters of this thesis. To highlight the motivation behind the 
work in this chapter, we first review/introduce work previously done by other authors and 
authors of the same thesis. 
The presence of MAl in CDMA systems has led many researchers to investigate ways of 
exploiting the MAl to improve the system performance. The optimum MUD proposed in 
[14] that consists of the MLSE based on the Viterbi decoding algorithm has shown huge 
improvements (Le. a substantial increase in system capacity) over the conventional 
correlation receiver. Unfortunately as the number of users increases so does its 
computational complexity. This complexity grows exponentially with the number of 
active users and constraint length of the code making any practical implementation very 
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prohibitive. Various suboptimum detectors have been proposed, which include, but not 
limited to, decorrelator, MMSE, SIC and PIC receivers [13, 15]. 
The demand on higher system capacity and higher data rates has led researchers to the 
investigation of MIMO wireless systems [29]. The implementation of MIMO is 
particularly appealing because of its relative simplicity of implementation and the 
feasibility of multiple antennas at the base station where the MIMO costs can be evenly 
shared by the system users [30]. Moreover MIMO systems have been shown to offer 
much higher capacity gains over single antenna systems [29,31]. Work done by [29] and 
[32] predicts a remarkable capacity increase for MIMO systems in the presence of 
multipath fading. Space-Time Codes (STCs) have recently gained much attention as an 
effective MIMO algorithm [33] and [30]. There are two main types of STCs; these being 
Space-Time Block Codes (STBCs) [18] and Space-Time Trellis Codes (STICs) [30]. 
When many users are in the system, strong MAl will occur. In this case, diversity 
processing alone cannot improve the system performance. 
As discussed in section 3.5, neither MUD alone nor channel coding techniques can fully 
eliminate the effects of MAl. Joint detection and decoding in multi-user systems has been 
an active research area for the last decade. Researchers like [18] have investigated the 
combined optimum detector [14] and convolutional decoding system performance. Due 
to the exponential complexity of the receiver in [14], the authors of [18] propose 
suboptimal MUD with convolution coding in [19]. By integrating a combination of 
various suboptimal MUDs with iterative channel decoding, the authors of [20] introduce 
a convolutionaly coded iterative interference canceller. 
The powerful error correction ability of the turbo codes [34] has been combined with 
interference cancellation in [22] to produce the turbo interference cancellation detection 
approach. The work of [22] has further been studied in [23], [24] with further work being 
done by[25] and [26]. Though the above work investigates the combined MUD and error 
control coding performance it still does not investigate these in conjunction with diversity 
techniques. Recently, much work has been done on combining diversity techniques with 
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MUD algorithms [35], [36], [37]. Some authors like [38] have proposed iterative MUD 
techniques using error control coding and antenna arrays while [39] proposes a soft 
iterative multi sensor array receiver for coded MUD CDMA wireless uplink. Most 
recently work in [40] investigates the joint DS-CDMA space-time MUD system with 
error control coding over a multi-path fading channel. The authors of [24] use 
convolutional coding for error control coding and a space-time MMSE detector at the 
receiver end. The authors of this thesis in [41] investigate the performance of IA and P A 
schemes for a turbo coded asynchronous DS-CDMA system that employs space-time 
muiti-user detection in a Rayleigh fading channel. However, as seen in chapter 3 (for a 
synchronous system), a non-MMSE front-end turbo receiver does not provide as much 
capacity gains as its MMSE front-end counterpart. 
Objective: The objective of this chapter is to investigate the performance (through 
simulation) of a synchronous turbo coded DS-CDMA system that employs an MMSE 
front-end turbo space-time multi-user detector at reception propagating through a 
Rayleigh fading channel. We use an MMSEIPIC MUD coupled with STBC to achieve 
space-time multi-user detection. Depending on the concatenation scheme used, we divide 
these into MMSE front-end partitioned approach and MMSE front-end iterative approach 
receivers, herein thereafter referred to as PA and IA receivers, respectively. 
4.2 Diversity Techniques 
Many wireless communication transmissions happen under various channel conditions, 
most of which undergo time-varying multipath fading that further complicates 
synchronization. This is a problem that is predominant in urban and indoor environments, 
which are of great interest for cellular mobile radio applications. Although direct 
sequence spread spectrum (DS/SS) systems have an inherent property of interference 
rejection, most radio channels exhibit such sever multipath effects that even the strict 
autocorrelation properties of the spreading waveforms are inadequate for rejecting 
multipath interference. Due to multipath fading, the receiver might not be able to discern 
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the transmitted signal; however this can be mitigated through statistically independent 
fading reception such that strong replicas of the transmitted signal are received. Diversity 
exploits the random nature of radio propagation by finding independent or largely 
uncorrelated signal paths for communication. Most mobile communication channels must 
combat the effects of fading caused by multipath propagation and diversity is a key 
technique aimed at addressing this problem. Diversity involves the sending of a less-
attenuated signal replica that assists the receiver in determining the original transmitted 
signal [4]. 
Diversity types can be classified as: space, frequency, time and polarization diversity. 
Space diversity: in space diversity, multiple antennas with independent fades are 
used to receive the signal. 
Frequency diversity: the signal is transmitted in several frequency bands. 
Time diversity: the signal is transmitted in different time slots. Techniques such 
as channel coding and interleaving are used to provide time diversity. 
Polarization diversity: uses two antennas with different polarization for 
reception and/or transmission. 
We suppose to deal with a Rayleigh flat fading channel such that the channel response 
does not vary with time. The continuous time signal at a receiver from a flat fading 
channel can be expressed as: 
_ K 
r(t) = IIdk (t)ck (t-nT)* h(t)+ n(t) (4.1) 
n=O k-I 
where h(t) is a complex Gaussian random process, given as 
h(t) = p(t)eJ8 (4.2) 
Where pet) is Rayleigh distributed and () is the phase value. Here * represents the 
convolution operation, and net) is a zero mean additive Gaussian noise with a two-sided 
power spectral density of No /2 . 
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In systems where there are no diversity schemes employed, Rayleigh fading channels can 
pose serious problems during a deep fade as this can result in a received signal that is 
below the background noise level, making communication unreliable [42]. 
4.3 MIMO System Model 
Transmit diversity can help in improving the perfonnance of the receiver in the presence 
of fading. It achieves this by sending multiple independent copies of the digitally 
modulated wavefonn at the receiver, where the chance that all copies are simultaneously 
in a fade is very minimal. 
The demand for higher system capacity and higher data rates has led researchers to the 
investigation of multiple-input multiple-out MIMO wireless systems [29]. The 
implementation of MIMO is particularly appealing because of its relative simplicity of 
implementation and the feasibility of mUltiple antennas at the base station where the 
MIMO costs can be evenly shared by the system users [30]. MIMO uses an appropriate 
algorithm at transmission and reception to respectively de-multiplex and multiplex the 
original data stream. 
The point-to-point MIMO system of Figure 4.1 is considered. This structure consists of a 
transmitter process characterized by "r transmit antennas and a receiver process that has 
nR receiver antennas. Both transmitter and receiver processes are characterized by a 
MIMO signal processing technique. Such signal processing techniques are discussed in 
the section that follows. 
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Figure 4.1: Structure of a generalized point-to-point MIMO Communication System 
Transmitter Process 
The user's information data is transformed into a column vector by the MIMO signal 
prc~essing technique being employed. This vector can be represented as: 
(4.3) 
where Xm is the signal that is transmitted by the mth transmit antenna. All the nR signals 
of x are transmitted simultaneously from each transmit antenna and have equal transmit 
average power of P, =!.-, where P is the total transmitted signal power. 
fir 
Propagation Channel 
A channel is quasi-static if the channel coefficients are time-invariant for the duration of 
the entire block of symbols; this is also known as slow fading channel. However, if the 
I 
channel coefficients change every symbol, the channel is known as a fast fading channel. 
In this work, a quasi-static channel is assumed. 
There are nR x nr slowly varying sub-channels that make up the overall channel with 
each sub-channel considered to be Rayleigh fading. During transmission, nR signals that 
undergo independent fading, are transmitted simultaneously from each transmit antenna. 
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The complex random variable that describes the channel between receiver antenna 17 and 
transmit antenna m is represented as h",m, This can be expressed similar to Equation 
(. "') . "t.'" as. 
h",m (t) = p",m (t)eJ8(1) (4.4) 
where the fade coefficients are assumed to be fixed during a time slot but are independent 
from one slot to another, me {1,2, ... ,nr } and 17 E {1,2, ... ,nR }. 
Receiver Process 
All signals transmitted by different transmit antennas are assumed to arrive 
simultaneously at each receiver antenna. Perfect knowledge of CSI at the receiver is 
assumed. 
The total received signal at receiver antenna 17 is: 
(4.5) 
the total received signal at the receiver can be expressed in discrete-time form as: 
r=Hx+n (4.6) 
where 
hl,l hl,2 hi,,.,. 
H= 
h2,1 h2,2 hi,,.,. 
(4,7) 
hnR,1 hnR,1 hnR,nr 
is a nR x nr matrix representing the MIMO channels. 
And 
n = [ ~, n,. , ... , nnR ] (4.8) 
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4.3.1 MIMO Signal Processing Techniques 
Several signal processing techniques exist for MIMO communication systems. 
These MIMO signal processing techniques can be divided into two main categories, 
namely Spatial Multiplexing (SM) and space-time codes. Figure 4.2 gives a summary of 
the MIMO signal processing techniques. 





Trellis Codes STCs 
L....,,;;;...;....;;~_.....I 
Figure 4.2: Classification of MIMO techniques 
Linear 
STCs 
The main goal of SM is to achieve the maximum link capacity while that of STC is to 
achieve the maximum diversity order available. An example of spatial multiplexing is the 
Bell labs LAyered Space Time architecture (BLAST) whose basic principle is to transmit 
independent data from each transmit antenna. STCs simultaneously transmit multiple 
signals that undergo independent fading, increasing the chances of at least one reliable 
data stream copy being received. STCs include space-time trellis codes [43] which aim to 
provide coding and diversity gains and STBCs [30],[33], which aim at increasing 
diversity and thus improving the robustness of the communications link. 
4.3.2 Space-Time Block Coding 
STC is a more efficient technique for providing transmit diversity for a multiple antenna 
system. This has an advantage over the diversity schemes discussed in Section 4.2 as it 

















not a major concern and all expenses can be equally shared among the system users, thus 
removing the diversity burden from the Mobile Station (MS). 
As stated in the previous section, space-time coding can be implemented as either in a 
trellis form or block form. STB Encoders transform a data stream into a matrix whose 
columns represent the time dimension (i.e. time slots) and the rows represent the spatial 
dimension (i.e. transmit antennas). STBCs cannot provide coding gain, unless 
co~catenated with an outer code, but they however do provide diversity gain, therefore 
increasing the reliability of the system. 
STI Encoders operate on one input symbol at a time, producing a vector of symbols that 
has a length equal to the number of transmit antennas. STICs provide coding gain and 
also provide full diversity gain. The STIC coding gain advantage over STBCs is 
however eclipsed by their extremely hard design and demand for highly complex 
encoders and decoders. 
The STBC scheme is thus seen as the better choice for providing space-time diversity 
gain in real systems as it has a much less decoding complexity compared to the STIC 
scheme. This section gives a brief overview of STBCs. Figure 4.3 shows the scheme for a 
block transmission using one and two transmit antennas [44]. 
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Figure 4.3: Block Transmission through the STB encoder using (a) one transmit antenna 






















When the number of transmitting antennas is one, the STB encoder output sequence is 
given directly by its input. However for the case of two transmit antennas, the STC 
symbols transmitted at the tth time slot are x(t) and x(t+l) from antenna 1 and 2 
respectively. During the next time slot, -x (t + 1) and x (t) are transmitted from antenna 
1 and 2 respectively. 
A matrix is usually used to represent STBC with each row representing a time slot and 
each column representing one antenna's transmission over time. Alamouti [33] proposed 
a simple transmission scheme using two transmit antennas. The space-time block code 
proposed by [33] contains two variables (that maybe complex) XI' x2 and their negative 
(and complex conjugates, if complex) such that the columns are orthogonal. This 2 x 2 
complex orthogonal design is given by 
(4.9) 
Motivated by Alamouti, [30] extended this transmit diversity scheme to include the use of 
more than two transmit antennas. [30] used the theory of orthogonal code design in order 
to construct these STB codes, and defined half-rate STB codes G3 and G4 having three 
and four transmitters, respectively. These STB codes are shown below 
XI X 2 X3 
-x2 XI -X4 
-X3 x4 XI 
-X4 -X3 x2 
(4.10) G3 = • • • 
XI x2 X3 
• • • -x2 XI -X4 
• • • 
-X3 x4 XI 
• • • 

















XI X2 X3 X4 
-X2 XI -X4 X3 
-X3 X4 XI -X2 
-X4 -X3 X2 XI 
G4 = • • • • (4.11) 
XI X 2 X3 X4 
• • • • -X2 XI -X4 X3 
• • • • 
-X3 X4 XI -X2 
• • • • 
-X4 -XI X2 XI 
In all generator matrices, the rows correspond to time-slots while the columns correspond 
to antennas. Thus during each symbol period the symbols from one time-slot are 
transmitted, one on each transmit antenna. This means that (with G2 for instance), during 
the first time-slot symbols XI and X2 are transmitted simultaneously from antennas one 
and two, respectively and during the second time-slot, signals -x; and x; are transmitted 
simultaneously from antennas one and two, respectively. For an in-depth discussion of 
the space-time transmission and decoding process the reader is referred to [45]. 
Since in G2 each symbol is transmitted by anyone antenna only once it is thus referred to 
as a unit/full rate STB code, whereas G3 and G4 are half rate STB codes, since in both 
cases only four symbols are transmitted in eight time-slots. 
Figure 4.4 shows the BER performance ofuncoded coherent BPSK for the Alamouti [33] 
scheme in Rayleigh fading. We assume that the amplitudes of fading from each transmit 
antenna to each receive antenna are mutually uncorrelated Rayleigh distributed and that 
the average signal powers at each receive antenna from every transmit antenna are the 
same. Furthermore, it is assumed that the receiver has perfect knowledge of the CSI. It is 
observed that introducing diversity to a system limited by multipath fading can improve 
the system performance, data rate, or capacity of wireless communication systems [33]. 
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Figure 4.4: Uncoded Single User BER vs. SNR Performance for a Rayleigh Flat Fading 
Channel with Diversity 
4.4 Space-Time MIMO-CDMA System Model 
The MIMO communication system, discussed in Section 4.3 has been shown as the most 
practical approach to providing significant capacity improvements in a fading channel 
system. 
In this section we expand this point-to-point MIMO system to a mUltiple user CDMA 
system dubbed as MIMO-CDMA. Figure 4.5 depicts ,the system model for the MIMO-
CDMA system. This model considers the uplink scenario of a single cell system with K 
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Figure 4.5: Structure Diagram of a Space-Time MIMO-CDMA System 
Each MS is equipped with n, transmit antennas and the base station has nR receiver 
antennas. This can be easily extended to any arbitrary number of antennas [30),[45). 
Following the approach in [33], during the fIrst STBC symbol period, two signals x: and 
x~ are simultaneously transmitted from the two antennas (nT=1 and nT_2 , respectively). 
On the second symbol period, - x~' is transmitted from antenna nT_I and xt is 
transmitted from antenna nT=2' We assume that the channel is constant across all 
consecutive symbols. 
Considering a multi-user DS-CDMA system with STBC, the received signals for user Ie, 
rk (t) and rk (t + 1;,) during time t and t + 1;" respectively, for the uplink scenario can be 
expressed as 
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r2k(t) = L(-h~x; +h;~k)+"t 
Where from (2.5) xt and x; are written as: 
X1
k = s! =.jE; d! (t)ck (t) cos( wet + Bk (t» 




and d! and d; are the bits transmitted by user k during the first and second STBC symbol 
period, respectively. 
Considering user k to be our user of interest, we can expressed the dispread signal at the 
MF output as 
yMF= [y~F , ... ,y~FJ 
YMF _ [yMF.1 ..• yMF.,.,. ] k - k , 'k 
where 














= + + 
= + + 
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Pjlci ~- J c,,(t-rki)cj(t)dt 
~ 
(4.21) 
is the cross-correlation between the jth and kth user dwing the ith STBC symbol period. 
At the combiner the signals y~F.I and y~F.2 are combined to extract xt 
i"- hlyMF.1 + h 2yMF.2 
I - Ie k " " 
(4.22) 
and to extract x: 
i"- _hl y MF.2 + h 2yMF.I 2- Ie" k " 
(4.23) 
K [ (P~khJlcos(e~-e~)d~+J] + h2 E - hI , + h2 , L Ie [E; 2h2 (e2 _e2 )d2 k~ /c~ 
J"''' Pj" j cos k j " 





Where XII and X~ denote the first user's desired signal dwing the first and second 







= r + rJ COS - ) 
COS 
+ + 
r+ tJ COs = + 
















J and MAI~ denote the multiple access interference on user 1 's signal during the 
first and second STBC symbol periods, respectively, given as 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
and N;J and N~J denotes the A WON introduced at the receiver and is expressed as 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
4.5 Turbo Space-Time Coded MIMO-CDMA System 
A MIMO-CDMA system that employs turbo codes and space time block codes is 
investigated. The main focus is at the receiver end where two multi-user receiver 
structures are investigated and compared. The MMSE Front-end turbo receivers of 
section 3.5 are modified to produce the turbo space-time MIMO-CDMA receivers. The 
turbo space-time MIMO-CDMA system depicted in Figure 4.6 is considered. The system 
has K active users, with each kth user's data bA;' of duration r;" being first encoded by a 
rate r = 1/3 turbo encoder resulting in coded bits dA;. 
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Figure 4.6: Turbo Space-Time Coded MIMO-CDMA System 
The coded symbols are then passed through the channel interleaver. All the interleaved 
data is demultiplexed by the Space-Time Demultiplexer (ST-Demux), into sub-streams. 
For the kth user, the demultiplexed symbols are then spread before transmission using 
that user's spreading sequence ck of duration 1'.:. All sub-streams are BPSK modulated. 
Each user transmits its sub-stream through nr transmit antennas. The transmitted data per 
symbol time can be described as: 
(4.32) 
where 
d - [d l d2 ... d"r ] k - k' k' 'k (4.33) 
Each transmit antenna has an average transmitter power of ( B: t where (Bk t is the kth 




























Ali the "r transmitted data streams for all K users are combined during the wireless 
transmission process. A synchronous Rayleigh flat fading uplink MIMO-CDMA channel 
is considered. 
4.5.1 Turbo Space-Time Multi-user Receivers3 
The received signal on the TJ th receiver antenna is given by: 
(4.35) 
As in previous sections, ck (t) is the kth user's spreading sequence and n" (t) is the 
A WON on the TJ th receiver antenna. 
Here Hl,m represents the fading factor from the kth user's mth antenna to the TJth 
receiver antenna. To facilitate the expressing of (4.35) in discrete-form, we express H as 
a KnR x Knr diagonal matrix whose elements are the sub-matrix Hk : 




















The MIMO-CDMA spreading matrix can be represented by a NnR x NnR matrix as: 
C = [CI ,C2,···,CK ] 
where 
Ck =[c!,c;, ... ,c:J; ne{1,2, .. ·,N} 
and 
c; = diag [ c; , c; , ... , c; ] 
, ., • 
nR 
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Furthermore the MIMO-CDMA amplitude matrix can be represented by a Krlr x Knr 
matrix as: 
B = diag[B1,B2 ,···BK ] (4.41) 
where 
(4.42) 
The discrete-time representation of the received signal is expressed in the conventional 
matrix form as: 
r=CHBd+n (4.43) 
4.5.2 MMSE Space-Time Receiver for MIMO-CDMA 
The MMSE receiver of Section (MMSE) is extended to the turbo coded space-time 
MIMO-CDMA system. Figure 4.7 shows the structure of this receiver. 
r 
~.I 
yMMSE.nr: -' ~. 
'------' 
Figure 4.7: MMSE turbo receiver for MIMO CDMA system 
Each of the nR receiver antennas is responsible for capturing of the transmitted signals 
















MF, as descnbed in Section 3.2. The bank of MIMO MFs will be matched to the 
corresponding user's signature waveform and also to the fading factors for all receiver 
antennas. The Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) technique is used to combine all the 
MF outputs [2], [33 pages 823-825]. This combining and dispreading process will be 
repeated for all fir transmit antennas. 
The MIMO MF output is written as: 
yMF =BHHCTr 
=BHHRHBd+z 
whereH,C and B are given by (4.36),(4.38) and (4.41) respectively 
and 
Rk ,} = diag [Pk,}' Pk,},"', Pk,} ] 
" I • 
nR 
Where 
YMF _ [yMF yMF .•• yMF JT - 1'2"K 







Where the conventional transpose of matrix x is represented by xT and xH represents its 
conjugate transpose (Hermitian conjugate). The inverse of such a matrix is represented as 
X-I while its diagonal is denoted by diag[x]. 
In Equation (4.48), y~F,m represents the kth user's MF output for the signal received 
from transmit antenna m given by: 
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z;,j is the cross-correlation between users k andj due to antennas m and i, given as: 
(4.51) 




k,} i'''r k,} 
Z2,I Z2,2 Z2,"r 
Xk,} = 







From Equation (4.52) we can structure the combined correlation matrix as: 
X={Xk,}}; k,je[I,2, ... ,K] (4.53) 
However, since there is no assumed interference between transmitting antennas of any 
user, Equation (4.50) reduces to: 
(4.54) 
From (4.44), the combined correlation matrix can be expressed as: 
X=HHRH (4.55) 
The MF output signals, yMF , are fed into the MMSE multi-user-antenna to suppress the 
MAl. The output of the MMSE multi-user-antenna detector is given by: 
(4.56) 
YMMSE _ [yMMSE yMMSE ••• yMMSE JT - 1 '2"K (4.57) 
and 
YMMSE _ [yMMSE'1 yMMSE,2 ••• yMMSE,"r JT 1 - k 'k "k (4.58) 
where I is a KnT x KnT identity matrix. 
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The soft decision of the MMSE detector outputs are multiplexed by the Space-Time 
Multiplexer (ST-Mux) as shown in Figure 4.7. The multiplexed signal y~MSE is then de-
interleaved before it is decoded by the turbo decoder. Here p decoder iterations may be 
perfonned before a hard decision is taken on the turbo decoder output. However, the 
focus of this work is the use of the MMSE space-time receiver in a turbo PIC receiver 
configuration as introduced in section 3.5. 
4.5.3 MMSE Front-end Turbo Space-Time Partitioned Approach Receiver 
The MMSE receiver introduced in Section 4.5.2 is combined with the PA receiver 
structure introduced in Section 3.5.1. The MMSE front-end turbo space-time PA receiver 
for the MIMO-CDMA system is shown in Figure 4.8 . 
,,:"',' r:-" .,""" " 
,PIC., 
" ,,:"',. ~" ,PIC., 
" ST-Mux 
,,:"', .. I yl'lC.1 ,fIC" 
j '" t '1':'" 8. .,""'" '!i':'" IL ~ ", CI) r 2: U 
0 '1':'" w sa .,""" iL y~., ". ST-Mux CI) 
-a.. 2: I 2: 
Q. 
:i '1':''''' 2: .. .,""" y'IC., .... "" 
'1':'" yPIC.1 .,' .,I'fC" .. 
'1':'" yPIC •• .,. y'IC.,.. ST-Mux 
'1':''''' I yPIC.' '''' .,""" ., 
Figure 4.8: MMSE Front-end Turbo Space-Time PA Receiver Structure 
Tb~ outputs of the MMSE receiver are passed onto the PIC detector where p IC stages are 
perfonned on the multiplexed MMSE output signals y~MSE. After pIC stages, the signals 
yi/;.P are then multiplexed by the ST -Mux before being de-interleaved. 
The PIC detection output after multiplexing is given by: 
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YPIC,p _ [yPIC,P yPIC,P , •• yPIC,pJ
T 
-) '2"K (4.60) 
YPIC,p = [yPIC,P yPIC,P ••• yPIC,pJ
T 
k k,)' k,2 , 'k,,,,. (4.61) 
4.5.4 MMSE Front-end Turbo Space-Time Iterative Approach Receiver 
The MMSE receiver introduced in Section 4.5.2 is again combined with the IA receiver 
structure in Section 3.5.2. The MMSE front-end turbo space-time IA receiver structure is 
shown in Figure 4.9. 
Reconatructed Interference 
>1'" r" yPiC ~I ST-
>1'" r" Yi.:' ST-
~, .. I y~ I Mux r'" 
j c ~ LA. y'{J t:«" Y.f i r ~ y'{" w t:«'. ~ J 0 ST-2: II) y'{'" I :E ~I Mux :i :E t:«' .. 
I i I 
I 
I 
yt'J ~J >fi' 
yt',. ~" ~ ST-
~'" I ~, .. I ~I Mux 
Figure 4.9: MMSEfront-end turbo Space-Time IA receiver structure 
The PIC estimates the sig al interference present on the received signal by reconstructing 
it from the data estimates d~ and the cross-correlation values z;'; and removing it from 
the MMSE output signal (Note: on the first iteration there will be no reconstructed 
estimates of the signal interference). 
The output of the PIC detection process is given by: 



















YPIC _ [yPIC yPIC ••• yPiC JT - 1'2"K (4.63) 
ptr [PIC PIC PIC JT 
Yk = Yk.1 'Yk,2 '''·'Yk.''r (4.64) 
The resultant signal yPiC is expected to have improved, after the reconstructed 
interference is subtracted from the yMMSE signal. This signal is multiplexed and fed into 
the turbo decoder. A soft decision is taken on the decoded signal (which consists of both 
information and parity LLR values). These data estimates are demultiplexed by the ST-
Demux to recover the space-time MIMO-CDMA form. 
These demultiplexed data estimates are used in the MAl reconstruction process. The 
reconstructed interference is subtracted from the yMMSE signal on the next iteration. This 
iterative process is repeated for p iterations. 
4.6 Numerical Results 
In this section we consider the simulated performance of a synchronous turbo coded DS-
CDMA system that employs an MMSE front-end turbo space-time multi-user detector at 
reception. The communication model considered consists of K active users that transmit 
simultaneously and synchronously through a Rayleigh fading channel. Monte Carlo 
simulations are used to obtain the performance of the turbo receivers. The receivers all 
assume perfect knowledge of the CSI. The maximum number of active system users is 
K = 15 and each user transmits ari information frame size of Lin = 1024 data bits. The 
FEC code used is a rate r = 1 / 3 turbo code with a component encoder with generator 
polynomial (7,5t'a/' All spreading codes are of length N = 15 and are generated in a 
pseudo-random manner for each user. 
The uplink of the above system is considered with a maximum of 2 transmit antennas at 
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4.6.1 Performance of it simulated P A receiver 
In these simulated perfonnance graphs, a combination of 4 multi-user iterations and 4 
turbo decoder iterations are applied in the P A receiver structure. 
Figure 4.10 shows the BER perfonnance of the P A receiver as a function of the SNR for 
a K = 5 user system with different diversity levels being investigated. The perfonnance 













- - iIC- - • Diversity 2x1 
e Diversity 2x2 
B Single User, 
Diversity 2x2 
Figure 4.10: PA receiver BER vs. SNR Performance with diversity for a system with 5 
active users 
From the no diversity curve, it can be observed that the P A receiver does effectively 
cancel the MAl, but due to chan:nel fading, there cannot be any further perfonnance gains 
attainable. As the diversity levels are increased from 2xl to 2x2 considerable 
perfonnance improvements are observed owing to the suppressing of the effects of the 
fading by the STBC technique. 
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Figure 4.11 shows the BER vs. SNR perfonnance curves for a K = 5 users system as the 
number of P A receiver iterations are varied from 1 to 4. These results are evaluated for a 
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Figure 4.11: PA receiver BER vs. SNR Performance as afunction of number of iterations 
for a 2x2 diversity system with 5 active users 
As the number of receiver iterations increases to 4, it can be seen that the system still has 
considerable gains to achieve and approaches the single user perfonnance. 
Figure 4.12 shows the BER vs. SNR perfonnance curves for a K = 5 users system as the 
diversity level is varied. The perfonnance of the single-user CDMA system over the 
Rayleigh fading channel for 1 x 1 and 2x2 diversity levels is also given for comparative 
purposes. The perfonnance for all graphs is evaluated over four receiver iterations. 
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Figure 4.12: PA receiver BER vs. SNR performance for a 5-user system with varying 
number of diversity levels 
From Figure 4.12 similar observations can be made as in Figure 4.10 and Figure 4.11 
where we observe that the P A receiver effectively cancels the MAl as after 4 iterations 
the 5 user system approaches that of the equivalent single user performance. This 
improvement though seems to be limited by the channel fading, thus by applying the 2x2 
diversity system the performance of the PA receiver system improves, where we observe 
that the 5 user curves seem to converge towards the single user performance. 
4.6.2 Performance of a simulated IA receiver 
Similar simulations to those for a PA receiver in section 4.6.2 are presented here for an 
IA receiver. However as discussed in section 4.5.4 we perform 4 joint cancellation stages 
in the case of an IA receiver. The performance of a K = 5 users system with different 
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Similar observations to the equivalent P A receiver performance can be made. From the 
no diversity curve, it can be observed that the IA receiver effectively cancels the MAl, 
and again due to channel fading, there cannot be any further performance gains 
attainable. As the diversity levels are increased from 2xl to 2x2 considerable 
performance improvements are observed owing to the suppressing of the fading effects 
by utilizing the STBC technique. In the IA receiver, we note a sizable performance gain 
from the no diversity curve to the 2xl diversity curve, an observation which could not be 
made for the P A case. 
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Figure 4.13: fA receiver BER vs. SNR Performance for a 5-user system with diversity 
From Figure 4.14 it can be noted that as the number of receiver iterations increases to 4, 
considerable gains are achieve by the 5 user system and it can be imagined from the 
curves that further improvements can be attained with an increased number of iterations 
thus edging even closer to the single user performance. 
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- -I:J - Iteration#4 
--Single User, 
Iteration#4 
Figure 4.14: IA receiver BER vs. SNR Performance as a function of the number of 
iterations for a 2x2 diversity system with 5 active users 
4.6.3 Comparison on simulated P A and IA receiver performances 
For each approach we perform four iterative cancellation stages (or joint cancellation 
stages in the case of IA) thus giving a fair comparison, in terms of complexity, between 
the two systems as both are viewed to perform the same number of floating point 
operations per user per symbol, however in-depth complexity issues are not discussed in 
this work. 
Figure 4.15 shows the performance comparison of the P A and IA receivers over four 
receiver iterations for a system with K = 5 users. The results show that the IA achieves 
marginal gains in 4 iterations and reaches a BER of 10-3 at SNR of IAdB while the P A 
receiver maintains the same performance at an SNR value of 1.6dB for the 2x2 diversity 
system. The IA advantage in terms of capacity for low loaded systems seems to be very 
marginal. This observation holds even for the case ofa no diversity system. 
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Figure 4.15: Performance of PA and fA schemes as a function of BER per SNR for a 
system with 5 active users 
However as the system load increases, the performance gains of the IA receiver become 
more obvious as indicated in Figures 4.17 - 4.19. These graphs show the capacity 
performance of both IA and P A receivers in no diversity and 2x2 diversity system 
configurations evaluated over four receiver iterations. Depending on the diversity 
configuration employed, it can be noted that the IA receiver maintains a capacity gain of 
about 5 more users over the P A receiver for a BER performance of 10-3 at an SNR value 
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Figure 4.17: fA and PA system capacity comparison for a Ixi and 2x2 system 
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Figure 4.18: fA and PA system capacity comparison/or a IxI system configuration at 
SNR=3dB 
A more in-depth look into the performance of both P A and IA receivers as a function of 
the number of iterations is shown in Figure 4.19. It can be observed that for highly loaded 
systems, the P A receiver reaches an error floor just under a BER of 10-1 and no amount 
of additional iterations can improve the performance of this receiver. In contrast, a highly 
loaded system performance of the IA receiver reveals that more performance 






































- Single User 
-lA, 5 Users 
~ lA, 15 Users 
~PA, 5 Users 
-e-- PA, 15 Users 
Figure 4.19: Performance of P A and IA schemes as a function of BER per iteration for a 
2x2 diversity system at SNR=4dB 
4.7 Summary 
In this chapter, two turbo receivers are introduced and are divided into the MMSE front-
end turbo space-time partitioned approach receiver (P A) and the MMSE front-end turbo 
space-time iterative approach receiver (IA). Numerical results reveal that for an equal 
number of receiver iterations both IA and P A receivers achieve approximately the same 
performance for a lightly loaded system at any given performance threshold. However as 
the system load increases the IA starts to gain sizable performance and capacity gains 
over the PA receiver. The PA receiver is seen to attain no further performance or capacity 
gains with an increased number of iterations for the case of a highly loaded system. This 
poor P A performance can possibly be attributed to the poor parity data decoding 
performance characteristic of turbo codes. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In a coded CDMA system, as the system load and data transmitted increases, so does the 
bandwidth requirement. For a fully-Ioadedlover-Ioaded system, the bandwidth required 
will be ~ Bmax , where Bmax is the maximum bandwidth available. This strain on the 
bandwidth required can be relaxed by transmitting fewer bits. Since in the r = 1/3 turbo 
coded system two extra (redundant) bits are transmitted, we can then decide to omit some 
of the redundant bits in the transmission process. 
Higher rate turbo codes can be obtained by puncturing. For example a r = 1/2 turbo code 
can be produced by puncturing one of the parity bits alternately for each data bit -
transmit the systematic bits and only the odd indexed parity bits from RSCI and the even 
indexed parity bits from RSC2. 
If the system load falls to a low value (while still at a higher code rate), then the system 
becomes bandwidth inefficient as it will only be utilizing BK bandwidth 
(where BK < Bmax ), thus the need to lower the system code rate. When multipath fading is 
considered, the FEC scheme will demand even more bandwidth. 
In a conventional application of a communications system the rates of the coding 
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schemes are fixed relative to the acceptable/tolerable error rates for the transmitted data 
and dependent on the channel characteristics. In a case of fading channels a more 
adaptive rate would be suitable. This means that the system will chose the most efficient 
rate, from a set of coding rate schemes, and employ that rate. 
Hagenauer [46] introduced Rate Compatible Punctured Convolutional (RCPC) codes, 
which were formed from a rate r = 1/ M parent convolutional encoder. In [47] the RCPC 
scheme is expanded to consider turbo codes, thus forming RCPT codes. RCPT codes can 
provide higher throughputs above the 1/ M rate of the parent encoder. This is done by 
systematically excluding some code symbols during the transmission process. As more 
and more code symbols are excluded, the throughput of the system increases [48], 
however the increased puncturing of more bits expectably results in BER performance 
degradation. Below we describe the RCPT encoding and decoding as introduced in [47]. 
S.2 Rate Compatible Punctured Turbo Codes 
Encoding 
The RCPT encoder will turbo encode the input data sequence of length Lin into a coded 
sequence of length Lout. The length of the coded sequence Lout, depends on whether the 





where (S.I) considers the presence of the tail-bits, while (S.2) does not. It is apparent that 
the transmission of the tail-bits results in reduced throughput, but we will include them in 
this thesis since excluding them in the transmission can result in degradation in the MAP 
decoder performance and/or increased delay in iterative decoding [47]. 
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Figure 5.1 shows the punctwing of turbo codes using a rate 1/ M RCPT encoder that is 
formed from M -1 equal rate, r = 1/2 , RSC encoders. The constituent RSC encoders are 
those depicted in Figure 2.4. The frame of Lout symbols is partitioned into sub-blocks of 
Lin / P symbols, where P is called the punctwing period For the r = 1/ M turbo encoder 
under consideration, the above partitioning will result in MP total sub-blocks. We thus 
have M matrices (where M -1 are from the parity streams and one is from the 
systematic stream). Each of these M matrices has P columns (where each column is a 





d P' RSC1 I: 
d P2 I: RSC1 
• • • • · · 
dP(M-I) 
I: RSC1 
11····111····111····1 11· .. ·1 
12 ... P -MP 
Fig-.Jl'e 5.1: RCPT Encoder Schematic 
These matrices are filled by row and transmitted by column (since a column is a sub-
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Figure 5.2: Sub Block illustration 




1 E {O,I, ... ,(M -I)P} (5.3) 
These are constructed by employing a M x P puncturing matrix PM (I). This matrix 
indicates the number of sub-blocks to be transmitted. An entry of 1 in PM (I) indicates a 
column to be transmitted, where the first row of PM (I) refers to the systematic matrix 
and the subsequent rows (Le. 2 to M) refer to parity matrix from constituent encoders, 
RSCI to RSC (M-I). We consider an example of a rate 1/3 turbo encoder with two rate 
1/2 RSC encoders and a puncturing period P = 4 . 
(
1 1 1 1 J 
PM (2)= 00 1 0 
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From the first row of PM (2), we note that all P = 4 columns of systematic bits are sent. 
From the second row, only the third column of RSCI 's parity bits is sent and from the 
last row, only the first column of RSC2's parity bits is sent. The reader is referred to [47] 
for a complete list of possible puncturing tables for different turbo code generators, and 
their derivation. 
Worth noting is that [48]: 
a) the transmitted frame size will be variable in size, but is lower bounded by 
Lin (when I = 0) and upper bounded by Loul (when I = (M -1) P), that is 
Lin ~ L'Mns ~ Loul , where L'Mns is the number of transmitted bits. 
b) to satisfy the lower bound condition in (a), at lest P columns must be sent 
(L'rans ~ Lin) and to satisfy the upper bound condition, no column must be sent 
twice (L,Mns ~ Loul ) . 
Puncturing Tables 
Given a puncturing period P and a rate II M turbo encoder, the authors of [49] devised 
a scheme for selecting optimal puncturing tables. Optimal tables are those puncturing 
tables that maximize the system throughput. 
Several turbo encoders of varied information size and puncturing period of 4 and 8 were 
investigated by [49] for their optimal puncturing tables. For their search, they em,ployed a 
criterion which they dubbed the Average Distance Spectrum (ADS) slope criterion. Thus 
the term 'optimal puncturing' refers to optimal subject to the ADS slope criterion. A 
detailed description of the search procedure can be found in [49]. 
From their search [49] made the following observations 
i) for a given encoder and puncturing period, the resulting optimal puncturing 
tables are not necessarily the same for different information sizes 
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ii) for a given encoder and puncturing period, as the information size increases, 
the ADS gets better and better 
iii) for a given encoder and information size, the ADS for the larger puncturing 
period ( P = 8) is almost always better than the ADS for the smaller 
puncturing period (p = 4) . 
The conclusion in (iii) agrees well with [48] where it was concluded that the P = 8 
scheme is the best performing, this is true because the larger values of P we have, the 
more degrees of freedom we have in how to implement the puncturing. In [49] the rate 
1/3 turbo encoder with generators (1,33/31t,al and (211 37)oclal was observed to be the 
best performing encoder. The optimal puncturing tables results for this encoder with 
puncturing period P = 8, are given in Table IV in [49] and is summarised in Table 1 
below. 
8/9 415 8/11 2/3 8/13 417 8/15 1/2 8/17 4/9 8/19 2/5 8/21 4/11 
376 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 377 
002 002 002 042 052 052 252 252 253 253 253 353 373 373 
001 001 011 011 011 051 051 071 071 073 173 173 173 177 
Table 1: Puncturing tables (in octal) for turbo encoder with generators (1,33 131 t,al 





The top row of each table indicates the achievable code rates given by R / , for 
1= 1, ... , P(M -1). The next set of M = 3 rows are the puncturing tables (in octal). This 
puncturing table represents a binary M x P matrix. 
Decoding 
If no parity symbols have been received for two or more RSC encoders, then iterative 
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iterative process, [47]. In order to take advantage of the iterative MAP decoders, more 
parity symbols will be transmitted and the possibility of puncturing some of the 
systematic symbols arises [49]. 
5.3 Numerical Results 
As stated earlier, the main requirements for next generation mobile communication 
systems is increased capacity and the demand for higher data rates. Battery life is also a 
great concert thus the implementation of more power efficient transmission/reception 
schemes is vital. In chapter 3 we investigated possible methods of increasing the system 
capacity through the use of multi-user detection schemes to mitigate the effects of MAL 
Further, in chapter 4 we studied and investigated MIMO techniques as a means of 
combating the signal degradation experienced in transmission through a wireless 
communication channel. 
Combined MUD and MIMO techniques have shown significant performance 
improvement over systems that do not utilize turbo space-time multi-user detection. In 
this chapter we exploit these performance improvements by acknowledging the fact that 
in more relaxed channel conditions, there is an unnecessarily large amount of redundancy 
bebg transmitted in the encoded data, thus introducing the possibility of achieving higher 
data rates through puncturing the mother code. 
In the following section, we investigate the RCPTC scheme based on a rate r = 1 /3 
mother code for a Rayleigh fading channel model. The data bits of each user for the rate 
r = 1/3 encoder are assigned according to the puncturing tables in Table 1 with 
puncturing period P = 8. For performance evaluation purposes we consider values of 
/ = 2,8 and 16 thus giving rates r = 4/5,1/2 and 1/3, respectively. 
These code rates are adopted for the two receiver schemes discussed in chapter 4, namely 
the partitioned approach (PA) and iterative approach (lA) schemes. Since full rate space-
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time block codes are being used, the overall code rate of both systems in not affected, 
thus the puncturing pattern used determines the total system code rate. Furthermore, we 
assume that the effects of puncturing on the overall system complexity are negligible. 
This assumption can be quantified by reasoning that puncturing merely involves the 
removal of a subset of the encoded bits, through the pattern defined in Table 1, at 
transmission and the addition of dummy bits at the receiver end. 
Simulations were conducted to investigate the degree of performance degradation due to 
the implementation of punctured rates r = 4/5 and r = 1/2 for a single user system with 
no diversity and also a 2x2 diversity system both which are bench-marked against the rate 
r = 1/3 equivalent system. Throughout this section we use the same system parameters 
as discussed in section 4.6 and adopt all assumptions accordingly. 
Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 show the BER performance of a punctured single user system 
as a function of the SNR for the 1 x 1 and 2x2 diversity systems, respectively. 
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For a BER performance requirement of 10-3 , it is observed that the rate r = 1/3 system 
achieves this at an SNR of 2.6dB whilst more power, i.e. 5.8dB, is required for the rate 
r = 1/2 system to reach the same performance threshold. The rate r = 4/5 system, 
however, does not attain this performance threshold for any of the low power levels in 
consideration. Therefore, for a no diversity single user system with a stipulated maximum 
power level of 6dB and a required BER performance of 10-3 , puncturing can be used to 
obtain a data rate increase of 25% and more. However, using code rates much higher than 
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Figure 5.4: BER vs. SNRper/ormance graph/or punctured single user 2x2 diversity 
system 
10 
In Figure 5.4 it is noted that for a BER performance requirement of 10-3 the 2x2 diversity 
systems attains this threshold at SNR of: 1.4dB for the rate r = 1 /3 system, 4.4 dB for the 
rate r = 112 and 7.4 dB for the rate r = 4/5 system. Again, for a system with a 
stipulated maximum power level of 6dB and a required BER performance of 10-3 , It is 
observed that puncturing can be used to obtain significant data rate increases by utilizing 
a code rate slightly lower than r = 4/5 but higher than r = 112. We use Figure 5.5 to 
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explore the exact code rate needed to meet the stipulated system requirements for both no 
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Figure 5.5: Punctured single user BERper/ormance as a/unction o/the code rate/or 
various power levels 
Figure 5.5 shows the punctured single user BER performance as a function of the code 
rate for various SNR levels. The following observations are made from Figure 5.5: 
~ At SNR of 2dB the 1 x 1 system does not, for any given code rate, achieve the 10-3 
Performance threshold, i.e. no amount of redundancy can help us achieve this 
threshold. The 2x2 system however attains the 10-3 performance at a rate of 0.4 
or less, thus as stated in earlier observations, we achieve a maximum data rate 
gain of about 25% to that of the no diversity system. 
~ By increasing the power by 1 dB we note that the 1 x 1 system now achieves 10-3 
performance at a code rate of r = 0.36, indicating that any further puncturing of 
the mother code can lead to an undesirable loss in performance. The 2x2 system, 
on the other hand, attains this threshold at a rate of r = 0.44, yielding only a slight 























system. This highlights a negligible data rate improvement with a slight increase 
mpower. 
);> However, by doubling the power to 6dB it can be noted that the earlier stipulated 
system requirements of a maximum power level of 6dB and a required BER 
performance of 10-3 , can be achieved at a code rate of r = 0.51 with the lxl 
diversity system and at a higher code rate of r = 0.76 with the 2x2 diversity 
system. 
These investigations are taken further and considered for the multiple users' scenario. 
Figure 5.6 and Figure 5.7 show the punctured IA receiver BER vs. SNR performance 
graphs for the K =5 and K = 15 user systems, respectively. Simulations are considered for a 
synchronous system with N = 15 for both non diversity and 2x2 diversity turbo coded 
systems employing an iterative approach detection scheme at reception. 
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Figure 5.7: BER vs. SNRperformance graphfor punctured K=15 users fA system with 
diversity 
In both graphs there is expected system degradation due to MAl, as discussed in chapter 
4. The higher code rate shows a further loss in performance for both the K=5 and K=15 
systems. 
The effects of increasing the system capacity coupled with an increase in the system code 
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Figure 5.8: Punctured multiple user BERperformance as afunction of the code rate at 
SNR=2dBfor PA receiver 
Figure 5.8 shows punctured BER perfonnance as a function of the code rate at SNR=2dB 
for PA receiver with system loads ofK=5 and K=15. The single user perfonnance graphs 
for both the no diversity and 2x2 diversity systems are also given for comparison reasons. 
From Figure 5.8, it is clear that at such a low SNR value, the multiple user systems fail to 
reach the 10-3 BER perfonnance threshold for both no diversity and 2x2 diversity 
systems. This poor perfonnance can, however, be attributed to the choice of receiver 
used. 
Figure 5.9 illustrates the simulated punctured multi-user BER perfonnance as a function 
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Figure 5.9: Punctured multiple user BERperformance as afunction of the code rate at 
SNR=2dBfor fA receiver 
1 
From Figure 5.9, it is observed that the no diversity systems for all system loading values 
performs similarly to that of the P A receiver and fails to achieve the performance 
threshold. However as the diversity is increased to 2x2, the IA system performs much 
better than the P A system, as discussed in chapter 4, and attains the performance 
threshold at a code rates of r = 0.39 and r = 0.32 for the K=5 and K=15 systems, 
respectively. The comparative code rate requirement as a function of system load for both 
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Figure 5.10: IA and P A graph indicating minimum Code rate required for 10-3 
performance as afunction of the system loadfor a 2x2 diversity system at SNR=2dB 
Figure 5.10 shows the minimum code rate required by both IA and PA systems in order 
to achieve a BER performance of 10-3 in a 2x2 diversity system at SNR value of 2dB. 
The following observations can be made from Figure 5.10: 
~ For the IA system, a minimum code rate of r = 1 /3 is sufficient to attain a BER 
performance of 10-3 at SNR of 2dB for any K users, where 1 S K S N . 
~ For the PA system, no amount of redundancy added to the coded data can achieve 
the 10-3 BER performance at an SNR of 2dB, this is indicated by the code rate of 
approximately zero. 
~ The maximum code rate necessary for both systems to achieve the said 






















Rate compatible punctured turbo codes are investigated in a turbo space-time coded 
MIMO-CDMA system as a possible way of achieving higher data rates in DS-CDMA 
uplink. Results show that by using two transmitting antennas and two receiving antennas, 
the attainable data rate is as high as 25% when compared with the no diversity system. 
There is, however, a limit to the degree of puncturing that can be done, this limit is 
generally dictated by the required system performance threshold. 
With an increase in SNR, the stipulated system performance can even be attained by 
using higher code rates, thus significantly increasing the achievable data rates. However, 
it is observed that as the system load increases the degree of freedom on puncturing 
becomes greatly reduced. This is attributed to the choice of receiver being employed at 
reception. The IA receiver is observed to be a better receiver choice than the P A receiver 
when considering the achievable data rates in a heavily loaded CDMA system. 
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In this thesis, our aim has been to evaluate the performance of turbo space-time DS-
CDMA multi-user detectors with a special emphasis on system capacity and data rates 
that these receivers can possibly achieve. 
The following section summarises the work done in this thesis and highlights all 
contributions made in this work. We then conclude this chapter by outlining open areas 
and further research work that can be pursued on this topic. 
6.1 Thesis Summary and Contributions 
The key concepts from existing literature that form the essence of this thesis are 
presented and reviewed in chapter 2. The turbo coded DS-CDMA system model for K 
synchronous users is introduced for the uplink scenario where transmission is observed 
ov~r both A WGN and Rayleigh fading channels. From this system model, a detailed 
description of the transmitter, communication channel and receiver are presented. The 
MAP decoding technique is discussed and its algorithm is explained and the simulated 
system performance of the said turbo coded system is shown to be consisted with 
previous work from other researchers for both A WGN and Rayleigh fading channels. 
In chapter 3 we evaluate the performance of a matched filter receiver in A WGN channels 
and it is observed that such a receiver has a capacity limit imposed on it by the MAl. The 
optimum multi-user detector is introduced to mitigate the effects of the MAl. However 
due to its computational complexity, it is found to be prohibitive thus sub-optimal 
schemes are sought. In light of this capacity and complexity limitations, a general review 
of existing MUD schemes as they are used in combating the MAl that limits the capacity 
of a CDMA system is undertaken. We then introduce the multi-user detection principle 
where we divide such detectors into either Partitioned Approach (PA) or Iterative 
Approach (IA) receivers. The main contribution in this chapter is the application and 
choice of a turbo multi-user concatenation scheme as a receiver in a turbo coded 
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synchronous DS-CDMA system in an A WON channel. Simulation results demonstrate 
that the IA receiver that employs an MMSE detector as its front end provides outstanding 
capacity gains in comparison to the IA receiver with no MMSE front end and also to the 
PA receiver with and without an MMSE front end detector. This observation is 
substantiated since the MMSE receiver balances MAl mitigation with noise enhancement 
thus has a smooth degradation in performance which when used as the detector front-end 
gives reliable initial data estimates to the first stage of the detector, thus making all 
subsequent stages of the detection process more accurate. 
MIMO antenna techniques are introduced in chapter 4 as a means of suppressing channel 
fading. The Turbo space-time MIMO-CDMA system model and two turbo receivers are 
introduced and these are divided into the MMSE front-end turbo space-time partitioned 
approach receiver (P A) and the MMSE front-end turbo space-time iterative approach 
receiver (IA). A comparative study of these two receiver structures through simulations 
reveals that for an equal number of receiver iterations both IA and P A receivers achieve 
about the same performance for a lightly loaded system at any given performance 
threshold. However as the system load increases the IA receiver starts to gain sizable 
performance and capacity gains over the PA receiver. The P A receiver is seen to attain no 
further performance or capacity gains with an increased number of iterations for the case 
of a highly loaded system. These results show that the IA receiver is more robust and 
yields more performance gains with an increasing number of iterations, for all system 
load levels. 
In chapter 5 the use of RCPT codes in turbo space-time coded MIMO-CDMA systems 
for the uplink scenario is considered. Performance results for the punctured multiple user 
systems in Rayleigh fading channels are evaluated for both the P A and IA receiver 
schemes with diversity and no-diversity considerations. Simulation results show that by 
using two transmitting antennas and two receiving antennas, data rates higher than the 
no-diversity system can be achieved. It is observed that there is a limit to the degree of 
puncturing that can be performed; this limit is generally dictated by the required system 
performance threshold. Further simulation results indicate that with an increase in SNR, a 
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stipulated system perfonnance can generally be attained by using higher code rates, thus 
significantly increasing the achievable data rates. However, it is observed that as the 
system load increases the degree of freedom on puncturing becomes greatly reduced. 
This however is attributed to the choice of receiver being used at reception and the IA 
receiver is found to be a better receiver choice than the P A receiver when considering the 
achievable data rates in heavily loaded CDMA systems. 
6.2 Suggestions for Future Work 
An extensive study of iterative space-time multi-user detection schemes for synchronous 
DS-CDMA systems for both A WON and Rayleigh fading channels has been done in this 
thesis. However, there are still open areas and possible further research work that can be 
undertaken. Below we highlight suggestions about future work based on this thesis: 
• For simplicity, we assume synchronous transmission throughout this thesis. 
However, in practice all system users will each transmit at different time 
intervals, thus asynchronous transmission considerations could possible yield 
different results to those of synchronous transmission. 
• Partitioned and Iterative approach receivers in frequency selective channels. It is 
anticipated that the receiver structure will be considerably different. 
• The receivers under study are assumed to have perfect channel state infonnation. 
The consideration of the degradation due to channel estimation should give an 
insight into the practical perfonnance of such receivers. 
• The use of higher-order modulation constellations could be considered as a 
means of providing higher transmission rates. 
• The effect on the system perfonnance and overall system code rate when 
considering diversity levels higher than the 2x2 system in punctured P A and IA 
receivers. 
• A third fonn of receiver which is a hybrid between the PA and IA receiver can be 
investigated. In this approach we can possibly perfonn one PIC cancellation 
stage and one turbo decoding iteration for each iteration of every iterative 
approach receiver stage. It is expected that this will lead to better data estimates 
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this hybrid receiver to be more complex than either the PA or IA receiver. 
• A comparative complexity study of P A and IA receivers is not considered in this 
thesis. It would be interesting to investigate the possible performance and 
complexity tradeoffs in P A and IA receivers. 
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